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Abstract

Fear of stigmatization and discrimination from colleagues, friends and family drives patients with various type of mental health problems away from a traditional face-to-face therapy and enforces them to look for an alternative treatment methods. Internet-based mental health therapy helps patients to get their needed therapies and support from healthcare professional and peers, or as a part of automated online form of therapy. Conducting Internet based therapy anonymously is vital for the patient privacy. However, lack of trust, access permission, ownership control and traceability undermines patient safety and security. Blockchain technology is an innovative technology initially designed for a cryptocurrency. However, with the introduction of programming blockchain and smart contracts, the technology has extended its importance to other areas for developing decentralized application (DApp), such as mental health related information management, which is the primary focus of this thesis.

Privacy and security are very crucial for patient safety and to preserve patient’s medical history from adversaries. Sharing of private medical information online between the patient and their respective provider contains sensitive information that can easily be compromised if a proper security measure is not put in place. Blockchain is consensus-based peer-to-peer distributed ledger technology that stores and maintains an updated copy of all transactions within the network. It makes trust more transparent and traceable by keeping auditable-logs of all transactions in the form of blocks.

In this thesis, Blockchain and its underlying technology are studied, and a prototype has been developed to explore the potential of the blockchain technology. Furthermore, we explore alternative distributed ledger technologies
and their respective security models such as consensus protocols, cryptographic techniques, privacy and scalability. The prototype was proposed based on Ethereum blockchain.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Digital technology in general and the Internet, in particular, has the potential to improve the quality of healthcare delivery and health outcomes for patients with mental and chronic diseases. A regular interaction between providers and patients using digital healthcare tools and services offers a unique opportunity to improve patient-provider communication and facilitate engagements [6]. E-health tools and services such as online discussion forum, secure instant messaging, and other synchronous and asynchronous applications have been used to provide online counseling and therapy for a large group of mental health populations. Furthermore, evidence-based support and interventions using digital technology have shown promising results in providing knowledge, emotional, social and practical help to patients with mental health challenges [7].

Online peer-support are guidance service and resources that help patients affected by mental illness and similar concerns to overcome common challenges. Also they can provide support by other patients that have experienced similar problems [8]. They have the benefit they that can include the provision of a safe environment to freely express and share emotions and ideas about one’s current situation and challenges. Internet-based mental health interventions have been found to be highly effective for patients suffering from anxiety, depression and also less stressful than traditional methods [9].

Most of today’s online mental health tools are using a simple web application with a client-server architecture where the security setting in most cases does not provide secure end-to-end encryption. Relying on centralized client-server architecture to store and exchange patient data poses a tremendous privacy and confidentiality threat to
medical data [10]. Providing continuous care, medical information and services have to be accessible for authorized users at any time and anywhere. Services running on a centralized network are vulnerable to security breaches, and a single point of failure in the system can destroy the accessibility of the entire communication network between endpoint nodes. To overcome security and privacy challenges such services needs to adopt a new emerging technology that supports a distributed system and protects the integrity and availability of medical data [11, 12].

Having access to a shared ledger, tamper-proof and transparent history of the transaction to all participant nodes of the network (for example patients can modifying the security permission and access rights to their personal medical informations) prevails the issue defined above. By providing the tool for patients to achieve anonymity and consensus among distributed nodes without depending on a single trusted third party, blockchain has the potential to ensure privacy, data security and facilitate patient-centric data management for Mental Health (mHealth) applications as well as for healthcare systems and decentralized application in general.

Blockchain known as distributed ledger is an emerging technology that has enormous potential in tackling transparency, availability, and confidentiality all critical issues facing mental health system. The blockchain is a shared peer-to-peer decentralized ledger that keeps an immutable continuous growing order of records in the form of blocks [13]. It relies on cryptographic hashes and incentives for ensuring data integrity and confidentiality of all transactions across distributed nodes [14]. In a healthcare setting, a transaction can be defined as a process of generating, exchanging, and uploading such as patient data, medication and other treatment data within the distributed nodes. In blockchain, there is no central trusted party. Instead, all records of transactions are hashed together into blocks and stored in a distributed network across all nodes.

The possibility of adopting and using blockchain technology in areas other-than cryptocurrency has attracted global attention in other fields, in particular after developing and introducing the concept of programmable blockchain: smart-contract and Decentralized Application (DApp). Smart contract and DApp have revolutionized the application of blockchain into other domains such as healthcare [15]. It has immense potential in healthcare for developing secure, transparent and tamper-resistant medical registries that can provide patients with enormous accessibility, trust and privacy capabilities.
1.1 Problem Definition: Patient privacy, data ownership

Mental illness is a leading healthcare problem across the globe. According to the World Health Organization [16], one out of four people are affected at least onetime at some point in their lives, and around two third of the population with known mental health problems have never sought medical support from healthcare professionals. Moreover, it is a known problem that lots of people with mental illness prefer not to disclose their mental health problem due to fear of job restriction, discrimination and stigmatization from the community and friends [17]. Being labeled mentally ill, and resulting in hopelessness, societal stigma is leading patients to look into alternative technologies that can provide them with a secure and anonymous communication [18]. Internet-based treatment and peer-support groups are some of the alternative solutions in which patients get support to deal with their physiological problems [19, 20]. However, most of the applications are running on the centralized network which uses insecure and unencrypted communication channels. Developing a system that deals with the patient agency using a centralized system might undermine the ability of the patients to maintain ultimate access and control of their data. The lack of privacy, confidentiality and ownership control over generated records leads to potential security breaches by malicious users for financial gains [21]. Furthermore, failing to mitigate privacy, security vulnerability of created medical records points to a possible security breach that might resulted in substantial financial and legal consequences.

People that are suffering from mental illness cannot defend themselves from malicious activities. Consequently, the can be become vulnerable to security breaches. Privacy is at the risk of being compromised, and identity can be revealed from within the healthcare providers. As a result, private medical data have been shared and used for medical research without prior patient knowledge [22]. Those privacy and security breaches abstain patients from participating further in mental health-related treatments and furthermore, as they might resist disclosing their illness, family history, and other crucial information to providers due to bad malicious experiences.

In the age of digital currency and online banking, a patient with mental and psychological problems might be willing to self-manage their mHealth data transparently and confidently. However, the existing digital barrier that is facing mental health today
might create fear among patients and force them to abstain from disclosing sensitive medical episodes and seeking treatment. When designing a system to overcome those barriers, we must first prioritize those problems that have a direct impact on the patients’ privacy and safety. Patients with mental health-related issues benefit from a medical system that offers an integrated, transparent and consistent overview of their medical history [23]. Setting like this are allowing them to build trust toward the technology and ensure their safety by providing the patients to maintain ownership and control over their own medical records. Furthermore, it encourages them to continuously engage in clinical decision processes and in preventing their medical records from adversaries.

In today’s healthcare setting, huge amounts of medical data has been gathered by healthcare providers to improve the quality of care by enabling better care and developing new treatments and medications [24, 25]. In the absence of proper access control and permission, medical data that are shared and exchanged between healthcare providers and researchers might lead to a security vulnerability. Patients as the owners of the medical data need to be part of the decision-making process and, furthermore, they have to be concerned about they are sharing their data with, and for what purpose. However, exchange of sensitive patient information must be consent-based, otherwise patient privacy and data integrity is at risk [26].

1.2 Motivation

This thesis studies some fundamental issues that are challenging mental health today. Our first motive is to ensure patient’s easy and transparent access to private medical data that have been generated (privately) during E-Therapy and while visiting health service providers across various treatment sites. In the current mental health setting, most medical records are stored in a centralized database system in which patient data remains mostly non-portable [27]. The patient access to mHealth data across providers and treatment sites are also limited. Furthermore, the trust relies on a single trusted third party and this might create a security risk. An ubiquity access with an auditable-logs of medical history improves the ability of a patient to monitor and control medical records. Moreover, the patient will be able to make a smart decision in granting or denying access to treatment data.
The second motive might offer a patient the ability to communicate with their respective providers anonymously and keep the generated record encrypted. Patients as the owner of their medical data have the right to decide in disclosing, hiding and communicating anonymously with their respective peers or providers. In most cases, the proper degree of anonymity and confidentiality rely on patient preferences in compromising privacy and desire to receive informed medical care from providers [28]. The patient turns to the Internet for cyber-therapy and to get online group peer-supports because of their anonymity, which makes them compelling to discuss highly confidential personal issues [9]. However, they have concerns about privacy and data security and motivates them to look into alternative technologies that can offer them the immutable system, data encryption, and anonymous services [29].

Patient-initiated data sharing and privacy-preserving is our third motive. While exchanging medical data, patients and providers need a reliable method and tool for verifying and authenticating the identity of the parties involved. Cybercrime is on the rise around the globe, and healthcare data has also become the target of security attacks [27]. For example, in 2017 a ransomware hacking attack targeted over 150 countries and hundreds of thousands of machines all over the world [30]. The attack highlighted how vulnerable our healthcare system is to potential security threats. The inadequacy of the current infrastructure is compromising patient privacy and expose mental health data to possible malicious access without owner consent. To securely exchange medical records, the patient can provide a different level of permissions and access rights to providers based on their roles.

In addition to the above motives, the European Union (EU) has developed a data privacy law and directive called General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [31]. This framework is designed to protect and safeguard citizens personal information and also to change the organizational approach to data privacy across the EU. It has been in debate for four years before it was approved in April 2017. According to the EU [32], the directives will come into effect on 25th May, 2018. So, any organization whether or not in the EU who used to process personal data in the context of doing business or providing services to individuals within the EU must now comply with GDPR [33]. Healthcare sectors are one among many other areas that deal directly with personal data for providing treatment, doing research and for clinical trials. Based on the GDPR, processing
any private personal data such as medical data requires patient consent. Noncompliance with the law has legal and juridical consequences depending on the type of offense committed. This regulation provides patients with fundamental rights to defend their medical information from any privacy and security breaches. On the other hand, it encourages healthcare providers to explore and adopt an innovative technology which can help them to mitigate unsolved challenges described in GDPR, such as accountability, transparency, and confidentiality in processing and storing mHealth data.

1.3 Purpose and Research Statement

The privacy, trust and verifiability concern imposed in currently available e-mHealth treatment demands a new approach to achieve privacy-preserving, confidentiality, and transparency with the needed requirements. The primary goal of this master thesis is to explore the potential of blockchain technology and how to apply the concept of smart-contract in developing a distributed application for monitoring and governing personal medical data in e-mHealth. Moreover, we will also investigate how secure the technology manages and preserves mHealth data in a more autonomous, confidential and distributed way without interference from a trusted third party. The preliminary design principles for our prototype throughout this work focus mainly on clarity and simplicity. We are building the application using blockchain and designing the user-interface using feature-rich web technologies. In this thesis, we try to address the privacy and the security concerns, and more specifically, the research questions focus on the following:

1. Does blockchain technology have the potential to mitigate confidentiality and privacy problems facing mHealth?

2. What potential does the blockchain have for developing a transparent, traceable Internet-based decentralized environment for people with mental health issues?

3. Which cryptographic tools and methods are available that can provide a patient with a secure privacy preserving environment that can also can and anonymize the patient relationships with providers and peers?

4. How can the patient remain in control of their personal medical data?
1.4 Thesis Outline

The structure of this thesis is organized into six chapters.

- **Chapter 1**: The first chapter gives an introduction to Internet-based treatments and discusses the motive behind our research and presents the research questions of this thesis.

- **Chapter 2**: Briefly describes a different type of distributed ledger technology (DLT) by comparing the underlying protocols, cryptographic algorithms and technologies.

- **Chapter 3**: Describes the design concepts and the implementation of the prototype using smart contract and front-end frameworks.

- **Chapter 4**: Present the evaluation of our prototype and compares with other DLT technologies using the parameters such as privacy, security, scalability and computational costs.

- **Chapter 5**: Present and discuss the result from the evaluation of our prototype and suggests for future work.

- **Chapter 6**: Finally, the conclusions are presented in the last chapter.
Chapter 2

Technical Background: Blockchain and Ethereum

The primary objective of this research is to apply Blockchain technology to develop a prototype and explore the potential of a blockchain technology as a platform to support a secure peer-to-peer patient-driven anonymous and decentralized record management. From the perspective of privacy and security challenges in managing mental health records, the prototype should provide secure patient access and ownership in sharing and exchanging medical records with healthcare providers and families.

This chapter profoundly explores the core technologies that are closely related to this research and is divided them into six sections. The first section gives a brief introduction to blockchain and underlying building blocks such as peer-to-peer networking, mining, double spending and public key cryptography. The second section introduces Ethereum, a blockchain technology that is used to develop the prototype of this thesis project. The third and fourth section looks into other distributed ledger related technologies such as IOTA and Hyperledger Fabric that are of importance in designing and developing decentralized applications. Blockchain previous works in healthcare are also mentioned in the fifth section. The different DLT technologies described in this chapter are summarized in a single table in the final section.
2.1 Blockchain, a Distributed Ledger Technology

A distributed ledger technology (DLT) is a database which allows each node to store an identical copy of a record data across the entire network [34]. The state of the distributed ledger is independently maintained and updated by all participant nodes. A blockchain is one type of the DLT technology which employs a unique data structure for organizing and storing the data in the ledger. Data in the blockchain is organized in blocks (see Figure 2.1), and each block is linked to its previous block using a cryptographic secure hashes. Not all DLT applies a chain of blocks to store data in the system. For example IOTA is a DLT, and uses Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) based data structure called Tangle [35]. Validated transaction is represented as a vertex in the Tangle graph.

Blockchain is the technology behind the world’s cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, LiteCoin, etc. It is a shared Peer-to-Peer (p2p) decentralized ledger[1] that keeps an immutable continuous growing order of records in the form of blocks. Blockchain relies on cryptographic hashes and incentives for ensuring data integrity and confidentiality of all transactions across distributed nodes [14]. In blockchain, there is no central trusted party. Instead, all valid records of the transactions are hashed together into blocks and stored in the distributed networks across all nodes.

The original concept of blockchain first introduced in a white paper that was made

---

[1] Ledger is a collection of log
public in 2008 under the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto [36]. The groundbreaking paper is known by its title "Bitcoin: peer-to-peer electronic cash system" attracted global attention in academia, banking, and governmental organizations [37]. Millions of dollars have been invested in research and experimentation to adopt the technology since the paper was published. According to coinmarketcap [38], the current market capitalization of the whole blockchain technology is around 399 billion USD as of April 2018. Bitcoin is the first p2p electronic payment system that allows for two consenting parties to perform transactions without an intermediary. It is the first digital currency that solved the problems of double spending and Byzantine fault tolerance. Those problems have been topics for research for a long time since before Bitcoin. According to Brewer’s theorem [39], it is impossible to achieve consistency, availability and fault tolerance all together in a system that supports distributed network. However, in a centralized system, problems like them never exist. As there is only one trusted part which is in charge of monitoring all communication between the nodes in the network.

In a decentralized p2p network, no single entity has control over the entire communication, but all participant nodes play an existing role in the state of a transaction by verifying the validity and consistency across the distributed ledgers. When we talk about blockchain, it has a decentralized architecture, but logically it is centralized because the network holds the same copy of database across all nodes. The distributed system behaves like a single computer with a commonly agreed state.

Blockchain platform employs a range of consensus protocols to reach an agreement on the validity of a transaction. For example, Bitcoin and Ethereum use Power-of-Work (PoW) consensus protocol to mine a block difficulty (block hash) to reach consensus. PoW

Blockchain uses cryptography techniques and hash algorithms in place of trusted parties to verify, authenticate and sign transactions. Public-key cryptography [40] uses a pair of keys: a private key and a public key to verify signatures as well as to encrypt and decrypt transaction in the blockchain. The private key is a secret key that is only known to the owner and used to sign messages digitally. The public key is derived from the private key using Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) algorithm and

\[\text{Public-key cryptography is sometimes referred to as asymmetric key cryptography to differentiate from a symmetric key that uses one key.}\]
is public to the network. Furthermore, it is used to encrypt transactions and to verify
the integrity of signed transactions in the blockchain.

Blockchain is a decentralized digital ledger of blocks. Each block in the blockchain is
connected with the previous block using sha256 generated hash and knows its parent
block. Except the genesis block (the first block in the blockchain) every blocks holds
a hash of its previous block in its block header, and characterizes the blockchain as an
immutable ledger of transactions.

2.1.1 Permissioned and permissionless blockchain

Blockchain can be categorized based on multiple criteria and standards [37]. They are
widely classified into two categories: public blockchain and private blockchain.

As the name indicates, public blockchain also known as permissionless blockchain is
an open network, in which every node enrolls into the network without verification
and authentication from a third party. It is censorship resistant and maintained by all
participant nodes in this distributed p2p. All nodes dictates the validity and fate of the
block added into the blockchain. Power-of-Work (PoW) consensus protocol is employed
to verify and validate the final state of the mined block in the blockchain. In the case of
Bitcoin, it is the honest node with the longest chain that spends the most computation
power that validates ledger for appending the block [41]. There is a various type of
public blockchain based application such as Ethereum, Bitcoin [36] etc.

Unlike public blockchain, private blockchain is restricted and has a limited set of au-
thenticated participants. Nodes requires permission to join the system and participate
in the consensus process. Unlike permissionless blockchain, transaction in permission
blockchain is only visible to authenticated nodes, and a replicated copy of the shared
ledger maintains across all nodes within the network. Hyperledger and Multichain are
both platforms for developing a permission blockchain. Hyperledger is an open source
blockchain technology that was founded in 2015 by the Linux Foundation in collaboration
with participants from various sectors, including IoT, Banking, Healthcare, manufactur-
ing, and other areas [42]. Multichain [43] is another private blockchain platform for
developing private blockchain that requires administrator authentication.
2.1.2 Blockchain Consensus Models

A decentralized ledger network consists of an unlimited number of nodes, where each node can be represented as an individual user in the distributed network. Nodes in the blockchain have a replicated copy of shared ledger which is maintained collectively in a distributed fashion by updating the order of state transactions. As an open and public network, all nodes are joining freely into the network without going through an authentication process. Because of this, all participant nodes are anonymous and not known to each other. In a distributed system, all nodes might behave differently. Some might be suspicious where others might be faulty or honest. The primary challenge in designing a distributed system is achieving consensus by ensuring that all nodes are willing to agree to the consistency of the state transaction at a global level. When a node transfers a value in a distributed network, all nodes must agree on the validity and authenticity before adding the newly created block into the ledger. Improper selection and implementation of a consensus protocol in blockchain might lead to security vulnerability and expose the network to malicious attacks, in particular to sybil attacks\textsuperscript{[44]}. A Sybil attack occurs when a group of malicious entities manipulates the blockchain network by generating several false identities that are used to gain a substantial influence on the validation and the verification of the consensus process\textsuperscript{[45]}.

The applicability and efficiency of consensus protocol can be determined based on the three properties\textsuperscript{[46]}:

- **Fault Tolerance**: In the case of a node failure, a consensus protocol needs to have the ability to maintain functionality, and recover from failure to continue operation and participate in the consensus process.

- **Livness**: The consensus protocol ensures liveness of the distributed system by allowing all non-faulty nodes to reach an agreement on the state of a propagated block.

- **Safety**: The safety of the system is acquired, by allowing all nodes to agree on the validity of the discovered block based on the consensus process. Furthermore, each node keeps an identical updated copy of the shared ledger across the entire network.
According to Fischer, Lynch and Peterson [47], the above mentioned three properties of the consensus protocol are essential and known as the FLP impossible results. It states that no consensus protocol can ensure liveness, safety and fault tolerance in the asynchronous system simultaneously. While fault tolerance is essential in distributed networks to maintain functionality, liveness and safety depend on preference and system requirement. A blockchain consensus protocol has to be resilient to failures that are occurring in a distributed network environment.

Fault tolerance refers to the ability of a distributed system to recover from a breakdown and maintain functionality in case of disaster. There are two types of failure in a distributed system. A crash failure is a type of failure that hinders the node from participating in the consensus process and occurs due to hardware and software related problems. The second type of fault is called Byzantine failure. This type of failure may occur when a node is misbehaves erratically by sending malicious and contradicting data to other nodes in the distributed system. According to Lamport [48], this type of problem is characterized as Byzantine General’s Problem. Byzantine General’s Problem occurs due to malicious activity from adversary or software bugs, which are misleading the consensus process by sending an ambivalent and suspicious response to other nodes in the distributed network. Consensus protocols allow a distributed network to operate correctly and update securely by achieving consensus in the existence of malicious and Byzantine nodes.

The blockchain has adopted different types of consensus algorithms in validating and appending transaction into the system. Ethereum and Bitcoin, for example, use a Power-of-Work (PoW). However, Ethereum uses a modified version of a PoW algorithm which is ASIC resistant and called Greedy Heaviest Observed Subtree (GHOST) [49]. The protocol is specifically designed to prevent fast transaction confirmation time that resulted in a discovery of stale block. The stale block occurs when two miner nodes discover a block at different time interval due to a delay in the transaction propagation. Besides that, it is also designed to combats the mining centralization that occurs by monopolizing the mining pool hashpower and by investing in highly expensive hardware such as ASIC. Moreover, the GHOST protocol improves the efficiency of the Ethereum PoW algorithm and uses less costly mining hardware (such as CPU and GPU).
Each node has to contribute a certain amount of computation work to validate the transaction. In Bitcoin, to discover a block and add into the blockchain a mining node competes with each other to discover the correct block hash value. The block difficulty is revised and adjusted at every 2016 blocks. The difficulty level is adjusted by the Blockchain protocol, as so to Bitcoin confirm the validity of a transaction at every 10 minutes. In comparison, traditional payment processing such as Visa, PayPal, and MasterCard confirm transaction within a few seconds. For example Visa process 2000 transactions per second on average, and can handle with a maximum peak 65,000 transaction messages per second sec [50]. It clearly shows that there exists an existential scalability gap between the mainstream payment systems and the blockchain technologies [51].

Permission Blockchain such as Hyperledger Fabric provides a modular architecture with a pluggable consensus model. It is designed and developed for an enterprise where each node is enrolled into the ledger by a membership service. The membership service is in charge of registering and issuing a certificate to peer to become part of the network. Currently, Hyperledger Fabric supports two types of consensus models which uses different approach on transaction validation from Bitcoin and Ethereum, Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) widely used consensus protocol [52] and SIEVE [53] that mostly used for detecting the execution of non-deterministic chaincode. PBFT was adopted the concept of state-machine replica and achieving consensus by agreed upon a sequential order of a transaction to execute.

The consensus protocol in blockchain maintains the consistency of the data recorded in the blockchain by safeguarding the state of decentralized ledger under failure and adversary situations.

2.1.3 Public Key Cryptography

Blockchain uses asymmetric-key cryptography to encrypt transaction and digitally sign messages while communicating with peers [36]. This cryptographic technique uses a pair of keys, a public and a private key [54]. The private key is secret key only known and visible to the account-holder while the public key is generated from the private key and shared publicly in the peer-to-peer network. An Ecliptic Curve Digital Signature
Algorithm (ECDSA) is used to generate the cryptographic keys \[36, 55\]. The ECDSA uses both cryptographic and hashing algorithms to digitally sign transaction across the blockchain network. Each node applies a digital signature to validate the authenticity and integrity of state transactions.

Each node (patient or healthcare provider in our case) owns two cryptographic keys, the private and the public key. In Blockchain, transactions are encrypted and digitally signed before they are sent to other nodes or to a contract account in decentralized applications. In the figure 2.2, Node A first hashes patient data into unreadable fixed length characters using SHA256 algorithm and then encrypts the hash data using his private keys. Both the digitally signed data using private key and the certificate are attached to the original data and sent over the distributed network. The other node on the network Node B verifies the authenticity and integrity of the data by decrypting using Node A’s public key. And also Node B hashes the original data that have received from Node A and compares with the decrypted data. If the two matches the node propagates for further execution to the network.

Figure 2.2: Digitally signed data verification and authentication using to Nodes A and B
2.1.4 Bitcoin: Peer-to-Peer Blockchain Technology

To understand the concept behind the innovation of Blockchain, we need to go back in time to the first release of a mysterious white paper that was made public in 2008 and known by its title "Bitcoin: a peer-to-peer electronic cash system" [36]. The proposal and idea were to develop a decentralized electronic peer-to-peer digital currency which is cryptographically secure and transparent. A transaction between parties is conducted directly based on consensus instead of relaying on a trusted centralized intermediate, such as a financial or a governmental institution.

Bitcoin is the first cryptocurrency and blockchain technology that has used a decentralized consensus algorithm. It was developed to solve a specific problem in the digital payment system, a double spending problem [36]. The problem was under research for many years before Bitcoin was proposed back in 2008. Double spending is the process of transferring digital coins or tokens into more than one node at the same time. In the real world, double spending problem is solved through a trusted third party, such as a banking or another legal or financial institution. However, in the absence of a central trusted entity, addressing a double spending problem in a decentralized system is a very challenging task. Nakamoto proposed a solution to the double spending problem in the Bitcoin white-paper, by utilizing a p2p decentralized timestamp server. In a distributed system, a timestamp server maintains the validity and generate cryptographic proof of all transactions in the order list of blocks starting from the genesis block up to the latest block [36].

In Bitcoin, the block creation and appending it into the distributed ledger is a very complicated process. Since the network is public, it is vulnerable to security breaches. Moreover, a malicious user might compromise the confidentiality and integrity of the system to misuse personal information for financial and other gains. To mitigate such type of security breaches, Bitcoin utilizes asymmetric-key and cryptographic hashing algorithms to encrypt and digitally sign transactions. As shown in 3.12a, when a participant node transfers a coin to another node, a sender node is required to digitally sign its previous hash and encrypted the transaction using the receiver’s public key. The sender node then broadcasts the digitally signed and encrypted transaction into the Bitcoin network [56]. Every transaction has to be verified before appending into the distributed
(a) Valid transaction from A to B with a trusted entity, i.e. banking.

(b) Double spending problem with invalid transaction - Node A has 10 Ether and sends 10 Ether into Nodes B and C simultaneously. Who is going to verify the validity of transaction into both B and C nodes without any central trusted party?

Figure 2.3: Double spending problem

ledger to prevent from being modified. Once broadcasted, the validity and verifiability of the transaction relies on the hand of mining nodes in the network.

Mining nodes computes mathematical puzzles to validate transaction using PoW algorithms [36]. PoW uses computational resources to predict the block difficulty by iterating through a random bit combinations to discover the block hash. In Bitcoin a nonce is used to deviate the input data to a cryptographic hash functions and the miner randomly brute forced using the nonce to find a hash smaller than the target hash. In Ethereum nonce is simply a number transaction sent by an external account address or contract.

3Nonce is a one time number but in cryptography defines as one-time code
addresses. In Bitcoin, finding a valid block that satisfies the target hash difficulty is a random process. When a miner creates a valid block, it is made public to the network. Majority of nodes in the network need to agree on the consensus by verifying the block hash. The block difficulty is determined by how often the block was found and how often the block difficulty was adjusted based on the network hash rate. In Bitcoin, a block is created every ten minutes and added into the blockchain. In comparison to a mainstream payment technologies such as Visa and PayPal. Bitcoin supports fewer transactions per minutes. The difficulty of the block is also adjusted based on decreasing or increasing hash rate after every 2016 blocks. The Timestamp on the block is also validated to prevent attacks that attempts to introducing a false timestamps into the block. The mined block is added to the honest node with the longest chain in the network. The longest chain is the correct chain that demanded the most computation resources to create a block [57].

### 2.2 Ethereum

Ethereum is a second generation permissionless blockchain that transforms the way blockchain has perceived in a wider-world as a cryptocurrency and into to a platform for developing smart contracts and Decentralized Application (DApp) [58]. It is a general purpose blockchain that allows an individual users to interact with a distributed ledger using smart contracts and web interface frameworks. Unlike Bitcoin, Ethereum is both a cryptocurrency and programmable blockchain for building a decentralized application. According to the Ethereum white paper [58], the Ethereum kernel was first proposed in 2013 by Vitalik Buterin, and a year later Ethereum was introduced by three of it’s founders Vitalik, Gavin Wood, and Jeffery Wilcke. Ethereum is described as the next generation blockchain and as a decentralized application platform [59].

As a platform for decentralized application, Ethereum has its own runtime environment that is completely isolated from the rest of the network called Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). It is a part of the Ethereum protocol that controls the internal state of the distributed system. Each node in the Ethereum network runs a local EVM and executes a copies of the same instruction across the entire network. In computational terms,

---

4Timestamp: the block timestamp should be at most 1 minute after the previous block
Ethereum is a **Turing complete machine**, because the EVM performs computational tasks that required coding and encoding arbitrary states transitions. It also allows to include programming languages that support an infinite loops [49].

Like any another blockchain technology, Ethereum supports a p2p network and the main function of the p2p network protocol is to conduct a node discovery and routing tasks. As described in the RPLx specification [60] [61], Ethereum uses the **Kademila protocol**. The Kademila protocol is a distributed hash table that was developed for p2p file sharing. Each node that is connected to the Ethereum network maintains a consistent and updated copy of the distributed ledger database. In an Ethereum p2p network, nodes execute the same instruction across the entire distributed system. The instruction is running inside the EVM to maintain a consensus of all mined blocks in the entire ledger.

To conduct and facilitate a transaction in a trustless network Ethereum uses a token called **Ether**. Ether is cryptocurrency as well a crypto-fuel for running a decentralized applications. Ethereum includes a protocol for mining Ether and deployed smart contracts. Miners are nodes in the Ethereum network equipped with specialized mining software called **Ethash** [62].

Ethereum is a world of connected computers. The Ethereum network is running continuously on nodes all over the globe. Every state transaction in the network requires computation resources to solve block difficulty [63]. Ethereum utilizes the Power-of-Work (PoW) [64] consensus protocol to secure the network and process contracts. As a decentralized network, every node needs to agree on the state of a transaction. Nodes with a unique computational capability compute among each other by utilizing computer resources such as CPU power, memory, and GPU to solve the block difficulty. The nodes that are participating in this mining process are called miners [65]. Each miner who solves the computational puzzle and propagates a block into the distributed ledger is rewarded with a crypto-fuel: Ether. At every 15 seconds, a new block is mined and added into the blockchain. The amount of Ether paid to the mining node includes the gas consumed times the current price per unit of gas and transaction fee assigned by the sender of the transaction.
The gases that are consumed during processing and creating of a block by the winning miner is paid by the sender of each transaction. The PoW algorithm that is currently in use in Ethereum is called Etash [62].

2.2.1 Ethereum Account Concepts

Ethereum has many features that resemble Bitcoin in adopting core blockchain protocols. It has also developed additional creative innovations and modifications to the blockchain architecture in general. Accounts are the basic units in the Ethereum network in conducting a transactions [66]. EVM monitors the state and values of every account in the system. All state transition in the network holds an associated internal movement of crypto-values and records within Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). Ethereum account is represented by a 20-byte hexadecimal address that was derived from the user public-key using ECDSA hashing algorithms. Ethereum accounts contain four fields in it’s 20-byte address [64]:

- **Nonce**: defines as the number of transactions sent from the current account address or the number of contract executions done by contract account.
- **Account balance**: the number of Ether owned by the current account.
- **Contract code**: of the account, if there is any executed code using the account.
- **Storage**: It is empty by default. content...

Ethereum has two types of accounts: external owned accounts (EOA) and contract accounts [66]. The network tracks the state of every account. External owned accounts are accounts that are governed by human users using private key and allow the account holder to perform a transaction by digitally signing the messages using the private key. On the contrary, contract accounts are administered by internal code and activated when receiving a transaction from an external owned accounts. An EOA can create a new contract by deploying a smart contract to the EVM. It is impossible for a contract account to perform a particular operation that requires permission to execute, such as API calls and random number generations. This is due to the nodes need to agree on computational outcomes that demand deterministic execution.
2.2.2 Blocks in Ethereum

Blocks in Ethereum have similarities with Bitcoin, but also have some differences. The main difference is that Ethereum blocks contain both the transaction list and the Markle root hash of the entire network state tree. Conversely, blocks in Bitcoin hold only transaction list. Blocks size in Bitcoin is limited only to 1MB, while Ethereum block size is determined by the gas limit set by the network. Moreover, block creation in Ethereum takes a few seconds compared to Bitcoin creates a block every 10 minutes.

Each block in the blockchain is linked together using cryptographic hashes, where each verified transaction in the form of data block recorded permanently in the network. Ethereum blocks consist of a set of valid transactions that are linked together and encoded into a Markle Patricia tree \(^{67}\). The block holds a hash of its previous block in the blockchain, thereby connecting the two blocks forms a chain of blocks. The cryptographic hashes that are linked all blocks back to the genesis block provides a tamper-resistant property to the blockchain \(^{68}\).

As shown in figure 2.5, a block in Ethereum consists of a block header, a transaction, and a list of uncle blocks. Uncle blocks is a valid block, and in Bitcoin known as stale blocks \(^{69}\). However, in Ethereum unlike Bitcoin miners who generated a valid uncle block are partially incentivized for their computation works. The block header includes a hash of
the previous block, a timestamp i.e the time where the transaction is broadcasted to the
network, the mining difficulty and a nonce.

2.2.3 Gas, Ether

Each operation in the Ethereum network has operational costs. The operations or OP-
CODE are performed inside the EVM. Operations include ADD - adding two integers
together, and CREATE - creating a new contract from a supplied smart contracts. Each
of these operations has a unit of measurement associated with it called gas [64].

Gas measures how much work a miner spent on a executing a transaction or deploying
a contract in Ethereum network. For instance, the minimum gas limit for a standard
value transfer costs 21000 gases [70]. Every state transaction in EVM demands a certain
amount of gas. Operations that require a high degree of computational resources (high
use of memory and CPU power) such as a high hashrate costs more gas than other op-
erations that demands less computational resources. To prevent any malicious activities
by a miner and a smart contract, the EVM sets a gas limit for processing transactions
and the deployment of a contract into the blockchain. An operation might run out of gas
if the consumption exceeded above the specified gas limit. In this condition, the miner
halts executing the operation and transaction is rolled back to its original state. Setting
the gas limit prevents the network from an adversary which attempts to manipulate the
system by launching Denial-of-Service Attack (DoS).

Gas and Ether are two different terms, but they are related to each other. A state
transaction in the EVM has a constant gas limit, and the cost for a unit of gas fluctuates
depending on market conditions. Gas price indicates how much Ether the user has to
pay per unit of gas. The unit for measuring the gas price is specified in Gwei per unit of
Gas. Ether is the cryptocurrency used in Ethereum to pay mining rewards [64]. Nodes
in the network earns Ether by mining a new block or buying Ether from other nodes.

2.2.4 Mining

In a trustless distributed ledger, the security model depends highly on the consensus
process based on Power-of-Work (PoW) algorithms. The PoW enables every node to
utilize a computational resource to prove that a transaction is valid by creating a new block with the highest possible difficulty, and in return, the node is rewarded with a token. The process is called mining and the node that participate in the consensus process is called a miner. The primary purpose of mining is to ensure the presence of a consistent copy of the block history across all nodes and to makes the distributed ledger computationally impossible to modify [71].

Mining in Ethereum is much the same as in Bitcoin and other blockchain technologies. Bitcoin used a Nakamoto consensus [72] PoW algorithm to solve the computational puzzle, while Ethereum used its own modified version of Dagger-Hashimoto consensus model called Ethash [73]. To add a new block into Bitcoin, a miner node has to perform a certain amount of computational work using PoW and solves the problem by finding the hash value which is less the difficulty set by the network. The block difficulty set by the current Bitcoin protocol is creating a new block into the distributed ledger every 10 minutes. The miner node which successfully hashes the transaction incentives with rewards. The distributed nature of the system sometimes allows more than two honest nodes to solves the hash difficulties. The winning nodes propagate the proposed block into the peer-to-peer network for verification. However, the node with the longest chain has spent the most PoW and recognized as valid to included the block into the blockchain.

2.2.5 Smart Contract

The concept smart contract was first introduced by cryptographer Nick Szabo [74]. The basic idea is to change the way contracts performed, away from mimicking the traditional concept of a contract in physical world by embedding the concept of a smart contract into the hardware and the software. Szabo described smart contract as a type of a cryptographic contract in which verification and contractual process are performed through self-enforced scripting codes [75].

Smart contract is a computer program implemented based on predefined rules and deployed into Ethereum as an ordinary transaction. The contract is executed without any third party intermediaries. Smart contract features allows to specify regulations and
policies on how to handle and administer transactions. The policy is structured to contain a set of rules that can govern a particular task. For example, it deals on how to deal with access permission with both patient and provider. Ethereum is among the few blockchain technologies that offer a fully capable smart contract features.[76]

As mentioned in the previous section, a smart contract contains codes and provides a particular function to other contracts. Basically, smart contract is a way of inserting programming logic into the Ethereum blockchain. It is governed by its contract accounts. The contract account contains programs that trigger the EVM to execute an instruction such as storing state values of another contracts, and communicating with other contracts using internal messaging enable transactions. The Ethereum contract is initiated by external owned accounts and deployed into the Ethereum network, and it becomes operational forever until it is destroyed. In Ethereum, smart contracts are written using a Solidity scripting language which has a similar syntax to Javascript. Once the code is ready, it deployed into the EVM using Truffle[77], Mist or Ethereum wallet[78].

### 2.2.6 Solidity - Ethereum smart contract language

Solidity is the main smart contract language on Ethereum as well as on other private blockchain running on Ethereum. Solidity is an high-level contract-oriented programming language for Ethereum smart contracts[79]. It was derived and influenced by python, C++ and Javascript-and its syntax is similar to that of JavaScript. Solidity is a statically-typed programming language and compiled into bytecode that executes in Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). EVM is a runtime environment for executing smart contracts. It is completely isolated and code running inside EVM has no access outside the perimeter such as to the file system, network and processors.

Like traditional programming languages, solidity as the code shown in figure 2.6 supports different data-types such as unsigned integer, integer, bytes, address and string. Solidity data type address is a unique from other data types and is using to represent the Ethereum accounts address. It is 20 byte long and derived from the public key which controls the account. Ethereum accounts uses to identifies users in the Ethereum network: the information about the value and state.
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pragma solidity ^0.4.10;

contract GroupEtherapy {

    address owner;
    mapping (address => Patient) patients;
    mapping (address => Provider) providers;

    struct Provider {
        uint providerId;
        address adr;
        bytes32 providerName;
        bytes32 contactAddress;
        bytes32 certificateNo;
    }
}

Figure 2.6: Solidity code snippet taking from our DApp implementation

The first line in the code shows that the programming language used, solidity with a version number 0.4.10 or newer version. The keyword pragma is a special instruction for the compiler on how to handle the code. Solidity also supports multiple inheritance.

2.3 IOTA

Blockchain is actively evolving and has tremendous potential in providing auditable, transparent and secure transaction processing in a distributed environment. It does however have drawbacks for use as a platform for Internet of Things (IoT) as well as for use in other micro-payments. Some of the notable drawbacks of blockchain are high transaction fees, scalability problems and it’s high demand for computational resources for mining blocks [35]. Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the areas that is mostly affected by the limitation of blockchain. Bitcoin and other cryptocurrency are not suitable for micro-payment of less valued transactions. For example, Bitcoin charges 0.68 US dollar [80] for all types of transactions, even for transfer of values less than the transaction payment specified. Millions of IoT devices are currently in use on a global scale, and
they require a consistent platform that can provide them with ubiquitous computing that overcomes the limitation and problems mentioned above. The IOTA project was initiated from a lack of some essential solutions in blockchain in particularly transaction settlements for IoT such as micropayment for machine-to-machine (m2m) services [81].

IOTA is a cryptocurrency specifically designed for IoT devices. Tangle was the main backbone for innovation of IOTA. Tangle is a data structure and distributed ledger database based on Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) [35]. Unlike blockchain, IOTA is blockless and does not have separate miners for mining transactions. Each participant node is seen as an independent miner and has similar principles as a distributed database. It supports p2p network and consensus protocols to validate transaction in the Tangle network [35]. A transaction in Tangle represented as a vertex. When a new transaction arrives, Tangle forces the sender node to validate two previous transactions and decides on the new transaction. Nodes validates two transaction before getting approved their own transaction, the network uses the sender computational resources to validate in the two-for-one fashion.

Instead of a small set, all nodes in the IOTA network are responsible for overall consensus and approval of a transactions. Consensus in IOTA is not a separate entity as in blockchain, but an integrated part of the consensus process. All nodes in the network must agree on (in consensus) a newly created transaction, and this is done without involving a miner. As a result, the use of computational resources for transaction settlements is performed without any transaction fee. IOTA as opposed to the use of miners and payment for their services in other blockchain technologies.

IOTA is mainly designed for machine economy, privacy and security vulnerability are the primary concern in IoT and other sensor devices [82]. In traditional cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, network security is highly dependent on digital signatures based on elliptic-curve cryptography techniques. However, the development of quantum computers changes the ability of cryptographic algorithms to defend users data against security breaches [83]. Most of these cryptographic techniques are known to be vulnerable to quantum computing attacks. To combat against quantum computer-related security threats, cryptographers has developed an alternative hash-based digital signature that has shown promising results against quantum computing related attacks. IOTA as a cryptocurrency has adopted a Winternitz hash-based digital signature for
singing and hashing transactions. It is a one-time signature algorithm that has properties of resilience to quantum computing related attacks. The algorithm generates only a single-use public/private key pairs that can only be applied to single transaction. Winternitz based signatures are an integral part of the IOTA protocol, and it is characterized as resistant to quantum computational attacks \cite{35}.

Even though IOTA is mainly focusing on machine economy, it can also applied in other areas. Currently, both research and case studies are running on Mobility, Smart Energy, Smart home an city, etc.

2.4 Hyperledger Fabric

Hyperledger is an enterprise-scale blockchain project which is developed by the Linux Foundation in collaboration with partners from within healthcare, banking, supply-chain management and IoT. Hyperledger Fabric is the one among many other Hyperledger projects currently under continuous development by IBM and the Linux Foundation. It is an open source a blockchain platform for developing a permission decentralized ledger technology using smart contracts called chaincode. Fiber is the first permission blockchain technology including a smart-contract language that supports a general-
purpose programming language such as Java, Node.js and Go. Most existing smart contract languages that are used in developing decentralized applications today support mainly domain-specific languages, designed explicitly for the cryptocurrency.

Hyperledger Fabric (referred to as Fabric in the following) can be classified as a permission blockchain platform, with a modular and an extensible architectural design which can be used for a wide range of sectors such as healthcare, banking, and supply-chain management. It can easily be customized and extended by allowing the implementation of additional pluggable features such as a consensus protocols, identity management and a transaction functions.

In a permission blockchain, all participating nodes are identified and known to the network. Where transactions have to be approved through the use of consensus protocol. Fabric supports pluggable consensus protocols that efficiently run customizable trust models which fit particular business rules. Most consensus protocol implementations across blockchain technology vary from one another depending on their business rules. For example, Bitcoin and Ethereum support only proof-of-work consensus protocol. Fabric allows the for the network to choose the consensus protocol that best suits to the need of the existing participants. There are several different types of consensus protocols that are in use today. The implementation ranges from lottery-based consensus protocols such as Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET) and Power-of-Work (PoW) to voting-based methods including Redundant Byzantine Fault Tolerance (RBFT). Most of the existing protocols based on consensus algorithms have limitations in solving some of the challenges including performance, scalability, and efficiency. To overcome these problems, Fabric source code currently provides three different consensus algorithms implementations: Simple Byzantine Fault Tolerance (SBFT), SOLO, and Kafka. Besides, participant nodes can also choose the consensus protocols that best fit their business models.

A consensus in Fabric covers three different levels: transaction endorsement, ordering and validation. Endorsement policy is used to define the task of the individual peers that are participating in verification of a proposed transaction. The transaction proposal is sent to the peers for endorsement, in which it is executed and verified using a chaincode. Once the majority of the peers have agreed on the outcome of the transaction, the ordering service specifies the order policy and delivers the blocks to the committing
peers. The committing peers then validate the blocks and append them into the Fabric ledger.

Hyperledger Fabric has three main features which provides a unique functionality in developing an enterprise-grade distributed application: Membership service, Chaincode and Ordering service (known as consensus process).

2.4.1 Membership Service Providers (MSP)

The main difference between a Hyperledger Fabric and other blockchain technologies is that it is a private and permissioned based network. Fabric does not allow unidentified nodes to enroll and participate in the network. Fabric has implemented a membership service in order to authenticate, authorize and enforce security on a new member [87]. The service is responsible for securing the network by enforcing all nodes to acquire an enrollment certificate from Certificate Authority (CA). The digital certificate is designed based on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), and CA is responsible for issuing certificates to all nodes that are allowed to enroll into the network. The membership service governs the entire network and controls the access level of the participant nodes based on their digital certificates.

2.4.2 Fabric Smart Contract : Chaincode

Smart contract in Fabric is known as Chaincode. It is a set of computer programs that contain instructions used to execute, validate and modify state transactions. The chaincode is event-driven, and is implemented using general-purpose programming languages such as Go, Java, and Node.js. Fabric Chaincode has a state, and replicated copies run on a shared ledger across the network [88].

2.4.3 Consensus and Ordering Policy

In Fabric, as shown in figure 2.8 verifying and adding a block into the ledger is performed through three different and distinct steps: Endorsement, Ordering, and Validation.
• **Endorsement Service:** is directed by a policy to decide upon a purposed transaction, in which a majority participant endorse the transaction (has got m out of n signatures).

• **Ordering Service:** receives the endorsed transaction and agrees to verify the order to be included in the ledger. Ordering service in Bitcoin occurs through PoW, but Fabric has a modular design and chooses an ordering service protocol that best suits to the system such as SBFT, Apache Kafka, SOLO.

• **Validation Phase:** peers that are responsible for verifying the correctness of the block including double spending and endorsement policy.

Figure 2.8: Transaction Flow diagram for Hyperledger Fabric based consensus process

Hyperledger Fabric as a modular and flexible architecture it supports a pluggable consensus for all the three phases described above. Every Decentralized Application (DApp) may choose a different plugin for endorsement, ordering, and validation depending on their needs.
2.5 Blockchain in Healthcare: Previous Works

Currently, Blockchain is widely applied and used in cryptocurrency with a total market value around 450 billion dollars as of February 2018 [89]. Bitcoin and Ethereum are considered to be the leading and most well-known permissionless blockchain technologies. The technology has a lot of potentials that extends far beyond cryptocurrency, and it clearly shows how to achieve ownership of digital assets in decentralized and transparent manners. Blockchain is continuously evolving outside of financial domains and is meat with great interest from areas such as healthcare [90], supply-chain [91] management, digital identity [92], IoT [35] and other private and governmental organizations across the globe.

The MedRec is a decentralized EHR that was developed by MIT Media Lab in cooperation with Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center [93]. The blockchain enabled MedRec is designed to improve a patient-provider relationship that allows for sharing of a medical record. MedRec allows patients to have full control over their medical records and also provides them with functionality for permission management. It was the first practical DApp that was developed using the Ethereum blockchain. MedRec assists patients in assigning specific access rights and permissions for a particular medical record. For instance, a patient can authorize sharing of a medical record that was generated by a healthcare provider to other healthcare providers. A new provider receives an automated notification and can confirm and verify the authenticity of the record before accepting or rejecting the record. MedRec addresses four major problems that have faced healthcare such as system interoperability, patient agency, slow access to healthcare data and fragmented data.

As a result of a continuous cyber-attack on government infrastructure in 2007 [94], Estonia government in collaboration with Guardtime launched a project to develop a digital healthcare platform based on blockchain technology [95]. The concept was to secure the patient medical information and prevent the medical system from adversary. The system facilitates improved access to medical data for providers while guaranteeing patient privacy, data integrity, and confidentiality. The Estonian blockchain based EHR provides the citizens with the access to a transparent and auditable log of their medical data. In 2017, a US startup company Gem launched an Ethereum blockchain based
healthcare infrastructure, called the **Gem Health Network**. Its intention is to develop a shared patient-centric healthcare infrastructure that includes both researchers, individual patients and healthcare providers [96]. Gem Health Network seeks to connect all healthcare providers and industries by developing a shared ecosystem that can help to establish a trusted data exchange pipeline.

Immutable and tamper-proof properties of blockchain would allow patients easily to share and exchange their medical data for research purposes and in return might get monetary incentives in the form of digital token. For example, healthbank [96], a Swiss-based digital health data provider has developed a new user-owned data exchange platform. The platform gives the users the complete rights and ownership of the in own medical data that is stored on the healthbank platform. Data generated by individual patients during medical consultation, from laboratory reports, from their use wearable devices, and online-screening applications (e.g., heart rate, blood pressure, sleep pattern, eating habit, and etc.) can be securely stored in the blockchain [97]. The ownership and management of stored data lie in the hand of patients. The system does not only provide it’s users with storage, but also with an intelligent consent management system. Users can review research details and monetary incentives in the platform and make their medical records, or parts of them, available for researches.

### 2.6 Chapter Summary

Distributed ledger technology provides a transparent and tamper-resistant environment for the transfer of data and records across untrusted decentralized Peer-to-Peer networks. All distributed ledger technologies have a common property that characterize them all together such as transparency, traceability, tamper-proof and cryptographically secure. Bitcoin was the first decentralized PoW consensus based cryptocurrency, and it is specifically designed for financial transaction. On the other hand, IOTA is a DAG based DLT developed for IoT. Hyperledger Fabric and Ethereum have however, extended the application of distributed ledger technologies into areas other that cryptocurrency. Hyperledger Fabric is a private/consortium blockchain used for developing Enterprise applications. Ethereum and Hyperledger supports programming languages with loops
The performance and scalability of distributed ledger technologies depends on the ability of the system to operate in public or private networks. Permission blockchain such as Hyperledger Fabric executes transactions in parallel to increase throughput, while Ethereum and Bitcoin validates transactions in sequential order due to computational works. Furthermore, the block size and the gas limit directly affect the security and scalability of Bitcoin and Ethereum. In Bitcoin, the block size is set to 1MB by the system. Miners in Ethereum and Bitcoin invalidates transaction with insufficient gas and bigger transaction size to prevent the system from Denial-of-Service Attack (DoS) attacks. Conversely, IOTA and Hyperledger Fabric are independent of miners and incentives.

The security and privacy setting in Bitcoin, Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric and IOTA differs based on the consensus model and cryptographic techniques that are utilized to validate and digital sign transaction. Both Bitcoin and Ethereum adopt the PoW consensus protocol to validate transaction on their permissionless p2p network. Blocks that are created using PoW protocols become computational impossible to modify. The protocol works best for open and permissionless network where race for computational reward (cryptocurrency) boosts security on the network. In terms of privacy, private and permissioned blockchain has a better privacy preserving methods comparing to public blockchain. In Hyperledger Fabric for example user are authenticated to enroll to the system and also defined channels using chaincode policy to allow only member of the channel to execute transactions with in the channel. IOTA is developed for IoT and uses Tangle that is a DAG based database. Tangle improves the security of the system by employing single use public cryptographic hashing algorithms.

Ethereum is primary programming blockchain that support Turing complete programming languages in its architecture. The smart contract is a self-executed set of programming instructions that contains rules and directives about a specific contract agreements. Using the Solidity smart contract Ethereum supports the development of DApp. Conversely, Hyperledger is also the first permission blockchain that adopts a smart contract called chaincode. Unlike the Ethereum smart contract, the chaincode can be written in general purpose programming language such as Go, Java and NodeJS. However, In IOTA and Bitcoin smart contract is not a part of their architecture models.
Table 2.1 gives an overview of the three different distributed ledger technologies that we have presented in this chapter. The summary mainly focused on vital underlying protocols and concepts of distributed ledger technology (DLT).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms used</th>
<th>Bitcoin</th>
<th>Ethereum</th>
<th>Hyperledger Fabric</th>
<th>IOTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platform type</td>
<td>Specifically designed for CryptoCurrency</td>
<td>Generic blockchain platform</td>
<td>Modular architecture</td>
<td>Specialized distributed ledger technology (DLT) designed for Internet of Things (IoT) and machine-to-machine (m2m) transactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode of Operation</td>
<td>Permissionless: only Public</td>
<td>Permissionless: Public and also support private network</td>
<td>Permission private network. It requires authentication from Membership service to enroll the network.</td>
<td>Permissionless open network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptographic and Hash Algorithms</td>
<td>Ecliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm and SHA256</td>
<td>Ecliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm and Keccak256 used to generate account from public key</td>
<td>Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) based public key cryptography and Certificate Authority (CA).</td>
<td>Winternitz Signature Algorithm which is One time and quantum resistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptocurrency</td>
<td>Bitcoin</td>
<td>Ether</td>
<td>not cryptocurrency, but can implement tokens via chain-code.</td>
<td>IOTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Fee</td>
<td>Yes, miner rewards</td>
<td>Requires Fee: it includes computational fee (compensation for gas consumed) plus transaction fee</td>
<td>No transaction fee</td>
<td>No fee required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miner</td>
<td>Yes, highly depend on miners</td>
<td>Required miners to validate transaction</td>
<td>No miner</td>
<td>No mining but nodes validates two other transaction in order to get validated their own transactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Contract</td>
<td>Scripts, Non-Turing complete language.</td>
<td>Support smart contract codes. (e.g. Solidity, Serpent)</td>
<td>Chaincode : general purpose programming language (e.g. Go, Java, Node.js)</td>
<td>Doesn’t support Smart contracts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Comparising between the three decentralized ledger technology
Chapter 3

mHealth-BlockC: Design and Implementation

This chapter mainly focuses on the design and the implementation of a prototype for patient-centric record management based on Ethereum blockchain technologies: smart-contract and Decentralized Application (DApp). The prototype has been named mHealth-BlockC.

The design and implementation of patient managed medical records is based on Ethereum smart contract. The main idea is to create an environment that can be further tested and investigated in order to provide a better understanding of the blockchain and in particular Ethereum’s potential in developing a secure auditable and tamper-proof decentralized Electronic Health Record (EHR).

3.1 Motivation for Developing a Prototype for Mental Health (mHealth)

Online therapy, also referred to as cybertherapy, or Internet-based treatment, can provide support for people with mental health problems. Within mHealth-BlockC, online therapy which includes online peer support, single-session online consultation, mental health screening and testing through online discussion forums, instant messaging and other synchronous and asynchronous communications [100, 101]. Such therapy reaches unprecedented number of mental health patients with information. Recent studies claim that the Internet is the primary place for many people with mental health problems to look for consultation and support [102].

Advancement in technology and introduction of Electronic Health Records has improved the quality of care and the safety of patients by facilitating healthcare delivery, reducing waiting time, keeping a better medical history and allow for patients to actively participate in the decision-making process [103]. Patients with mental illness are also benefited from the use of technology by allowing them to get better access to medical care and services using Internet-based treatments. Traditional face-to-face treatment
has some drawbacks, as a large portion of patients with mental illness do not seek frequent help from professionals. This is due to high treatment costs, fear of stigmatization and work-related issues \[104, 18\]. Moreover, negative stereotypes which are portrayed by both the healthcare providers and the communities prompts patients to avoid care. The inconvenience of face-to-face treatment forces patients to look for an alternative treatment method to alleviate their fear and mental health issues. Internet-based therapy and peer-support are said to be the best suites to solve some of the challenges by allowing patients to express their feeling freely behind a computer screen, communicate anonymously and get online-support from peers with the same problem. Various types of synchronous and asynchronous web-based mental health (e-therapy, web-based mental health screening) tools offer consumers and providers with a unique opportunity to engage and communicate effectively about the patients (the consumers) mental health conditions.

Despite it’s importance, Internet-based support and therapy are web-based with the risk of centralized systems, usually alter over insecure and unencrypted communication channels, patient privacy being compromised and where identity is revealed \[105\]. Furthermore, current systems do not provide the patients with the ability to maintain ownership and access control over their own data. To preserve privacy in a transparent and auditable manner, blockchain as discussed in chapter two has a quite potential as a technology to develop DApps. As a distributed Peer-to-Peer network, it has an extensive capability in providing patients with the ability to maintain ownership, control access permission, communicate anonymously, and to keep an auditable-log of medical information.

Various different types of distributed ledger are in use today in developing DApps, and as discussed in chapter two table 2.1 the two of four presented DLTs have promising potentials in developing distributed applications. However, the third DLT, IOTA support smart contract not as part of its core architecture, and it is not viable for developing Decentralized Application (DApp)s. The requirements for the design of our prototype are focused mainly on the privacy and the security protocols of the underlying blockchain technology that can offers to the implementation of coherent DApp for mental health. Patients with mental health prefers to access online treatment services such as peer-support tools, online psychological testing and screening anonymously without revealing
their identities. Consequently, our system has to allow for each patient to maintain ownership and transparent access to all personal information without interference from an untrusted third party. In case of any malicious activity and modification to patient personal data the system must notify the owner by triggering an automatic notification message, in such a way that both the patient and other stakeholders might use the auditable log of block hashes to verify against any change on the replicated copy on the network.

To avoid monitoring and access restriction to the online mental health services, patients and providers enroll into the system without authentication from a central third party. In return a patient might be represented using a pseudonymous account. It encourages both the patient and the provider to build trust on the technology in which it allows to communicate confidently and where the patient can express their psychological problems freely without fear of discrimination from the community in general. Individual users can also decide on the fate of their personal medical informations whether they will grant or deny access to these depending on their treatment preferences. Access can also be restricted to a specific recored with a limited range of time. For example, a provider might be granted access for a patient’s personal medical data for the duration of the treatment time, where the access is invoked automatically afterwards.

Technology selection for our prototype is determined based in the table in chapter two and the maturity of the blockchain technologies during our project startup. Ethereum blockchain and underlying smart contract languages are chosen to develop and implement our prototype. Hyperledger Fabric, for example released in July 2017, was not part of the initial requirement gathering for our thesis. However, we have studied this technology later and is used the protocols and algorithms for comparison to our finding using the Ethereum blockchain technology.

3.2 Choice of Technology

There are various types of distributed ledger technologies for developing a smart contract enabled Decentralized Application, ranging from permission to permissionless, and also from those using a pluggable consensus model such as Hyperledger and to the Bitcoin and the Ethereum with embedded consensus protocols. They do, however, all have some
common characteristics such as being based on distributed ledger technologies which are
decentralized with peer-to-peer network architectures.

To develop a DApp in a distributed trustless network, we might need to genuinely assess
the pros and cons of using a particular distributed ledger technology (DLT) to design
an application that deals with sensitive personal medical information. There are specific
criteria that have to be considered before applying a DLT technology, such as consensus
models, privacy, security, ecosystem and the documentation that gives insight and a
solid understanding of the technologies, underlying protocols, and tools involved.

Being the first cryptocurrency, Bitcoin has limited programming supports. Furthermore,
the technology does not support programming languages with a loops. This allows
Bitcoin to be deterministic and prevents against attacks that scripting language that
supports an infinite loops in their implementation. Denial-of-Service Attack (DoS) is
one such type of attack where an intruder launches an attack from multiple distributed
sites using code that includes an endless loop in their implementation. Consequently,
Bitcoin is not suitable for developing medical applications that make use of iterations
and loops to store and retrieve a data by applying certain data structures. In contrary,
Ethereum is a second generation blockchain that enables the EVM that supports Turing
complete scripting languages and smart contracts for developing DApps.

As discussed in chapter two section 2.2, Ethereum is a programmable blockchain and de-
signed to develop decentralized applications using smart contracts and have an Ethereum
Virtual Machine (EVM) that supports Turing complete programming languages. Front-
end web development libraries and frameworks can also interact with a deployed smart
contracts in the EVM using Web3.js library which is explicitly designed for Ethereum
based DApps. The tools and frameworks makes Ethereum more preferable over the
other DLTs for developing DApps. Solidity is one of Ethereum’s smart contract lan-
guages which is used for developing contracts that deploys in the EVM. It is a high-level
programming language similar to JavaScript, easy to write and with extensive docu-
mentation. Moreover, the Truffle development framework is also used to speed up the
implementation and integration process. Truffle is designed explicitly for Ethereum
smart contracts. Also it supports the development process by facilitating for a fast and
automated compilation, deployment, and testing process [77].
As mentioned in the previous chapter, IOTA is designed to overcome the blockchain scalability limitation problem when using IoT devices. IOTA uses a Tangle database which is a DAG based data structure for processing and storing validated transactions. The IOTA architecture is designed to facilitate micro-payments between IoT devices. However, the IOTA does not support smart contract as a core feature in its architecture.

3.3 User Stories and Requirements

The practical part of this thesis is the design and the development of a prototype, mHealth-BlockC based on blockchain technology, that has been developed to address known concerns in current medical data management and to find a solution for sharing and managing personal medical data in a secure and privacy-preserving manner. A key issue has been to allow for the patients to have full control over their medical data, which they can share with various healthcare providers when needed. The project has focused on data privacy, security, and traceability of patient data in a transparent and auditable manner.

The design and implementation described are bounded to categories of stakeholders which have different interests in the data security and privacy: the patient or owner of the data, the healthcare provider, the researchers and various governmental organizations. All stakeholders are connected in a p2p secure and distributed environment. A patient is a private person and the sole owner of his personal medical data. The primary source of the medical data is from what is generated in patients online consultations. Depending on collected records and results, a patient may request a further traditional face-to-face consultation by visiting a therapist, or due to fear of discrimination he might request Internet-based therapy. To facilitate access permission for the treatment sites, the patient adds a personal number and share generated medical data with providers for further treatment. The whole concept is that the system gives the patient the ability to create, update and modify the medical data without external interference. Besides, a patient that has privacy concerns in doing a face-to-face consultation, might prefer to use online peer-support groups to discuss and raise issues related to his medical conditions.
Let’s take an example, Alice is a female suffering from a mental health related problems. She looks for psychological support and training in order to rehabilitate herself. However, getting support and training using traditional face-to-face makes her uncomfortable due to fears of being stigmatized from healthcare personals and colleagues. Instead, she looks for an alternative way that allows her to conduct training and therapy anony-
mously and securely. The possibility for online web-based mental health training and therapy favors her, and she thinks that such therapy suits better to her needs. She subscribes and starts online training by directly communicating with a therapist and online-support groups. Her chosen online web-based mental health training runs on a centralized database architecture, and all communicated information during training and therapy as well as all her profile data are stored on a central system. The database is maintained and managed by a central trusted party. Even though the online web-based support and training allows it’s patient users to enjoy some sort of physical anonymity compared to traditional face-to-face, there are still some concerns such as data privacy, confidentiality and accessibility in case of system failure. Furthermore, her data might be modified, shared and exchanged without her consent. Those potential privacy and security breaches undermines her trust in the technology. Ethereum blockchain which is a distributed database, responds to and mitigates these identified issues regarding privacy, confidentiality and integrity of sensitive patient medical data.

3.4 mHealth-BlockC Architectural Overview

Figure 3.2 presents a simplified architectural overview of mHealth-BlockC an Ethereum based distributed ledger application, a prototype which has been designed and implemented in the domain of online mHealth therapy, to find out the potential of Ethereum and smart contracts as technologies to provide a platform for a secure, transparent and auditable-log of their medical history. As shown in the figure 3.2, the architecture includes of a patient interface, a provider interface, a local data storage, a smart contract deployed on the Ethereum network, Medical Record API’s, a private Ethereum client and a web-interface for interacting with the blockchain using web3.js frameworks. Moreover both the provider and the patient might exchange and share personal medical data with external actors, such as a general practitioner(GP), researchers, hospitals and other governmental organizations. In some occasions the researchers and the medical personal might be the same persons.

In our prototype, the Ethereum implementation addresses three major issues raised in the introduction:

- Lack of data anonymization in using and accessing medical services,
- Lack of transparency in users medical history.
- Sharing of medical data without patient consent.

These are the main challenges that are investigated to address by building a prototype on a Ethereum private network. The blockchain technology might ensure the patients privacy and security by allowing them an extended control and ownership of their own medical data in a transparent and auditable manner.

As illustrated in figure 3.2, mHealth-BlockC is made to address the need of the three categories of users - patients, healthcare providers and other governmental organizations. A patient generates private medical data by directly recording data into the system, which can be imported from external sources such as test results from mental health-related
consultation or online mental health screening tools. To access and use the system, both a patient and a provider are required to first register using a web-interface. The registration process allows users to enroll into the blockchain network by providing with 20 byte long Ethereum address. The generated Ethereum address is used as an account to identify the users. All registered users can log into mHealth-BlockC by entering their username and password without waiting for verification from a trusted third-party. As they log into the system it unlocks the Ethereum account and transfers an Ether into the the users account address. Both a patient and a provider user receive a transfer value of 150 Ether into the newly created address from the coinbase 1. This initial fund is used for adding, updating and deleting records in the EVM. Ethereum miners are operating through incentives, and any state and value transition in the blockchain demands a fee. As such and without any Ether, a user cannot perform any form of a state transaction within the Ethereum network. The account address allows patients and providers to execute operations and conduct transactions in the Ethereum network. Furthermore, patients might create a personal medical records and share it with providers. Sharing and exchanging of medical data is based on a patient’s consent. The provider has to request patient permission to get access to private data. On the other side, the patient might terminate access permissions to specific or all of his data on the blockchain. Even when a provider shares medical data without patient permission, the system sends an automatic notification to the data owner. The owner verifies the automated notification before accepting or rejecting the sharing requests. This triggered notification keeps the patient informed in case of any state transition or change in his medical records.

The prototype is designed and implemented to allow patients to maintain data ownership, unlimited access, and trace changes using an auditable-log of DLT. One of the properties of the distributed ledger is transparency, in which the content of a transaction that is added to the blockchain as a block is visible to the general public. However, the user’s real identity is pseudonymous and represented by a 20 byte account address. To prevent disclosure of medical data, patient-provider generated medical data is stored on the local storage. An encoded hashed copy is added as a block into the Ethereum blockchain.

1 Coinbase or Etherbase is primary account address that by default collects mined Ether in a single node Ethereum network.
The block content in our prototype represents data ownership, consistency of user data using hashes, and access permissions which is granted or denied by members of the network. The EVM supports the use of a smart contract, which allows for maintaining state transaction such as a change in access permission, a creation of new records with data ownership. It is also designed to include a log of the patient and the provider associated with the record ownership and access permissions. To ensure data integrity and to prevent modification of patient data, our prototype applies cryptographic hashes. Furthermore, the system allows the patient to grant the provider permission to access the medical information associated with a specific treatment. As such, the provider can add a new record to the patient’s medical history. The patient as the owner of the generated medical records can authorize an exchange of a medical data between providers. In such cases, the patient receives a notification from the provider and verifies the security risk of sharing the medical data before granting or denying access to it. This helps all parties to be engaging in the consensus process and improves patient privacy.

mHealth-BlockC is designed to unveil the potential of blockchain technologies in tackling the challenges that are faced sensitive personal health records particularly privacy, transparency and ownership. The prototype sets the patient at the forefront by enabling them to communicate anonymously with peers and healthcare providers.

3.5 mHealth-BlockC Design

Ethereum blockchain provides a transparent and a trusted environment for registration and exchange of information between participant nodes. The developed prototype combines both front-end, integrating libraries and deployed smart contracts. To interact visually with the blockchain, both front-end and smart contract are integrated together using web3.js, a Javascript framework specifically developed for Ethereum smart contracts. Front-end web application is developed using web technology frameworks which is used to interact with the Ethereum blockchain via client API’s. The smart contract is business logic of the DApps. It is deployed and executed inside the Ethereum Virtual Machine.

The smart contract for our prototype is written in the Solidity programming language, but other blockchain technologies such as Hyperledger Fabric uses both Java and Go.
to write chaincode. The code is compiled into bytecode, and it is deployed and runs inside the EVM. In the Ethereum network the deployed smart contract is assigned with a unique contract address which is 20 byte long, similar to external account addresses. Consequently, calling functions which are deployed as bytecode to the EVM using the front-end web interface is impossible. However, the Application Binary Interface (ABI) that is a .json format defines on how to calls functions and methods in the blockchain. The smart contract on the EVM receives function calls from external accounts such as patient or provider and other contract accounts. Incoming calls are processed according to the business logic of smart contracts.

The architecture of the front-end as shown in figure [3.3] allows both patients and providers to execute transactions directly through front-end user interfaces. The prototype can run on standard browsers and browsers that support Ethereum Metamask plugins.

![Local Node DApp design concept](image)

Figure 3.3: Decentralized Application (DApp) structure

### 3.5.1 Smart Contracts

The core of our design concept relays on a smart contracts, which is the business logic of our decentralized prototype. Solidity which is a smart contract language, is used to implement our contract prototype. It contains rules and instruction on how the patient-provider can interact with one another and with the system in a secure and transparent manner.
Patient-Provider Contract

Our patient-provider contract is the leading smart contract of our Decentralized Application (DApp). The smart contract defines access permissions, record management by mapping the account address with different entities and attributes. The patient-provider contract generates Ethereum account addresses to newly registered users and links the unique account address to profile data. The patient-provider contract enables users to add, update, control access permission and share transaction by interacting using the user interfaces. In order to access a patient medical data, a provider must have the appropriate permission from the patient. The contract handles access request from the provider and other healthcare organization by sending a notification to the patient. The patient reviews the notification and the requested information based on the contract agreement and decides on to which specific information to grant or deny access to. Besides that, the contract prevents the provider to further share or exchange the data without the patient’s knowledge by sending a notification to the patient. Access to the shared data is also restricted by limiting the duration of access time by setting the expiring time for the provider’s access to the data.

The Patient-Provider contract is implemented using Solidity and the web3.js library, which is used to integrate the deployed smart-contract with the front-end. Web3.js is a javascript library designed explicitly to interact with the Ethereum smart contract. The smart contract is used to execute rules and instructions of our application which contains features including registering a patient and a provider, adding medical record, retrieving medical information, handling events and managing access rights and permissions.

The registerPatient() and registerProvider() function respectively, used to register both the patient and the provider into the distributed ledger and assigned an Ethereum account which can be used to identify the user in the distributed ledger. Both the private and the public key are generated using the Ecliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA), and the keys are used to encrypt, digitally sign and and hash the transaction. The account address, which is 20byte long, is derived from the public key using the keccak256 hash algorithm. The front-end web interface helps users to execute transactions easily by interacting with the smart contract graphically. Both the patient and provider can edit and update their profiles while login into the distributed ledger. To perform state transaction such as updating, adding and deleting in the Ethereum
Virtual Machine, a miner is required. Consequently, every node need to have enough Ether to pay for the computational work. In our implementation, an Ether was assigned to both patient and provider during login into the application. In the case of too little fund in a user account, we have implemented a function that transfers values into the account in need of funds.

```
pragma solidity ^0.4.10;

contract GroupEtherapy {
    address owner;

    mapping (address => Patient) patients;
    mapping (address => Provider) providers;
}
```

Figure 3.4: Patient and Provider contract structure

Every transaction in our prototype logged in the EVM as **Events**. As shown in figure 3.5 implementing events is optional, and they don’t have any effect on the state of the ledger. However, it helps both patients and providers to track that a record of transaction has conducted successfully, or failed, using the log from the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). As shown in

```
event PatientRegistered(address patient);
event PatientRegistrationFailed(address patient);
```

Figure 3.5: Events allows users to track whether they are registered successfully or failed by using logged message into the EVM.

As shown in the code snippet in figure 3.4 an address is mapped to both patient and providers. The Struct is used to group different variables.

The contract contains functions that are used to

- getPatient
- getProvider
• insertPatientRecord
• getPatientRecords
• addPermission
• getPermission
• getPermissionType

Our prototype ensures that granting and revoking permission and access to personal medical information is performed only by the Patient. Furthermore, the patient can restrict access rights to providers by allowing them read/write, and similar restrict permissions by setting a time range for granted access to the personal records.

3.5.2 Front-End Web Interface Design

The Model-View-Controller (MVC) software design pattern was adopted to develop the front-end web interface of our prototype. AngularJS is a JavaScript web application framework that supports the MVC design pattern to implement web applications. It extends the HTML syntax and attributes with directives. AngularJS is chosen as a front-end development framework for our prototype.

AngularJS provides users with a visual interface to execute smart contracts in EVM via web3.js library.

3.5.3 Users Login and Ethereum Address Generation

Our DApp implementation allows a user to enroll into the Ethereum network without authentication from a trusted third-party. The account address, which is generated by the system, is used to identify both the patient and the provider uniquely. User authentication and registration to access mHealth-BlockC DApp relies both on the local login account and an associated Ethereum account address. The Ethereum account address is created and assigned to the user while subscribing into the system using the application web interface. The account address is then used to associate with the user’s login accounts.
```javascript
this.registerBC = function (user) {
    console.log("The user to creat Account : " + JSON.stringify(user));
    var addressCreated = $rootScope.web3.personal.newAccount(user.password);
    console.log("New Account Created :"+ addressCreated);
    return addressCreated;
};
```

Figure 3.6: Creating an Ethereum account address for the user

As shown in the code snippet in figure 3.14, the RegisterController function is responsible for establishing a mapping between the user profile and the 20 byte account address. The registerBC function generates a 20 byte Ethereum account address using `web3.personal.newAccount()`. The registerBC function is invoked by RegisterController to create an account and link it with a user’s login profile.

3.5.4 Ethereum Block Mining

Blockchain is an incentive-driven system which employs miners to engage in the consensus process by utilizing computational resources. We propose a blockchain mining model that is to be more inclusive by bringing involving node in to the network such as providers, researchers and other participate in the mining process. In return, the system rewards them with Ether. The amount of Ether earned during mining can be used to pay for the patients in exchange for personal medical information that can be used for medical research and government health related reports.

In our private Ethereum network, a Power-of-Work (PoW) consensus protocol is used to validate transaction and add the block into the ledger. Figure 3.7 shows the structure of the block and its content.

3.6 mHealth-BlockC Prototype and Code Review

With the prototype architecture defined and described above, We will explore an in-depth review of the code that has been implemented based on our design concept.
3.6.1 mHealth-BlockC prototype adoption and Ethereum Functional-ity

Initial Setup:

To build and develop a distributed applications are first needs to configure all the required development frameworks. We setup an Ethereum testnet which uses a single node to run and test the prototype. The relationship between different libraries and frameworks are briefly described in figure 3.8. To configure the nodes and virtual machines the following software packages are configured:

Non-Ethereum Frameworks and packages that are used for developing Decentralized Application are:

- **AngularJS**: a client side web framework which is written in JavaScript. It extends the HTML syntax with directives. It uses MVC design pattern to implement
the front-end web interfaces. The MVC makes applications developing using AngularJS easy to maintain and to test.

- **Node js**: a server-side Javascript runtime environment that allows for JavaScript codes to execute outside the browsers.
  - **NPM**: the default package manager for JavaScript, and it supports code discovery and manage dependencies in our prototype projects.
  - **Gulp**: a web application built tool for automating time-consuming development work flows and tasks.
  - **Bower**: used to manage packages and to ensure that all packages are up-to-date. Furthermore, it works by automatically finding and installing packages.

![Figure 3.8: An overview of different DApp development libraries, frameworks and tools connecting to one another to execute transaction.](image_url)
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To fully function and run the DApp on Ethereum, certain development frameworks, libraries and tools are required. The tools and frameworks are used to facilitate the development process by simplifying the coding, compilation and deployment of the smart contract into the EVM. Ethereum based development tools and frameworks that are used in our Decentralized Application (DApp) are described below.

- **Go-Ethereum client**: offers a command line interface for managing transaction and executing smart contracts in the Ethereum network. It is implemented with the Go programming language and has the following functionality in the Ethereum network: used to mine Ether, to transfer tokens between account addresses, to create contracts and to provide commands that are used to extract information from the blockchain.

- **Solidity**: is a smart contract language. For more details see chapter two section 2.2.6.

- **Truffle**: is a development environment for Ethereum enabled which provides for an easier and faster development process. Furthermore, it offers automated contract testing, compilation, deployment and migration into the Ethereum network.

![Figure 3.9: Truffle helps in structuring and organizing the DApp development environment](image)

After configuring the Ethereum client tools and frameworks, the machines are prepared to run an Ethereum node. To initiate the Ethereum node, a genesis block should be configured with the required address, difficulties.
Genesis block is the first block in the blockchain, and it is the only block in the network that does not point to a predecessor block. As shown in figure [3.10], the genesis block is by default hardcoded in the form of JSON files and contains parameters that are used to instantiate a block. Previous hash for this block is zero because no other blocks were created before. The gas limit, block difficulty and initial Ether for the coinbase have also defined in the Genesis block. To start the private Ethereum network, the Geth client must initiate by including genesis.json file in commands, and the participant nodes start to link validated block automatically to the genesis block.

```json
{
    "coinbase": "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000001",
    "difficulty": "0x30000",
    "extraData": "",
    "gasLimit": "0x8000000000",
    "nonce": "0x0000000000000042",
    "mixhash": "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000",
    "parentHash": "0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000",
    "timestamp": "0x00",
    "alloc": {},
    "config": {
        "chainId": 15,
        "homesteadBlock": 0,
        "eip155Block": 0,
        "eip158Block": 0
    }
}
```

Figure 3.10: Genesis Block structure with gas limit, nonce difficulty defined for our Ethereum test nodes [5]

Start Mining: Before mining starts, a default account is needed for deploying contracts and conducting transactions. The default account is called coinbase and is used to store initial minted Ethers, to perform transactions and to deploy contracts into the blockchain. Every transaction in the blockchain is minted and validated by participant nodes before they are appended into the ledger. The winning miner who solves the
computational puzzle incentives by the transaction sender node depending on the gas consumed. To perform any operation in EVM, the miner must be initiated. Otherwise no transaction or deployment can be executed and attained. The commands in figure 3.11 are used to start Geth-Ethereum client and initiate miners in the private Ethereum network.

```
// Private Ethereum blockchain starting command in console.
$ geth --port 3000 --networkid 15 --nodiscover --datadir="private_blockchain" --maxpeers=0 --rpc --rpcport 8545 --rpcaddr 127.0.0.1 --rpccorsdomain "*" --rpcapi "admin,db,eth,debug,miner,net,txpool,personal,web3"

// Adding coinbase account
$ personal.newAccount

// Starting Mining
$ miner.start()

// to terminate mining
$ miner.stop()

// Starting Ethereum wallet to monitor account and deploy contracts graphically
$ & 'Ethereum Wallet.exe' --rpc http://localhost:8545
```

Figure 3.11: Provider setup for RPC connection

### 3.6.2 Front-End web platform

The Ethereum client uses a command-line interface to interact directly with the EVM. Ethereum is the first cryptocurrency to propose the concept of DApp and adopted into its architecture by enabling an end-user to interact with the EVM directly using web technology frameworks. Patients as the primary orchestrator of their medical data, it is very challenging for them to communicate and understand the resulting outputs using command line interface. A front-end framework allows a participant nodes to interact efficiently with the EVM using Web3.js. Web3.js is javascript library designed explicitly for Ethereum, and allow easy interaction with both local and remote Ethereum nodes. Both patients and providers uses the front-end web interface to register, retrieve, update existing data, and initiating access permission. Web interface has served an important tool for both patients and providers to interact visually with the blockchain. The current
implementation includes features for adding, updating, deleting and retrieving records. In addition, it includes also features for access and permission managements.

Every patient and provider use the interface to subscribe into the blockchain. Our prototype front-end interface is the center point for both patients and providers and review records and personal information.

![Image](image.png)

(a) The snapshot of user registration form and used to register user to acquire login account linked to an Ethereum address. User Type allows to choose between a patient or a provider. (b) Patient profile after registration and accessing the network.

Figure 3.12: user subscription form and patient profile during login with newly assigned Ethereum account address and initial Ether funds

### 3.6.3 Web3.js sample codes

Web3.js library is used to interact and integrate both the front-end web frameworks with the Ethereum smart contract which is deployed and running in the EVM. Web3 contains web3.eth object to directly interact with Ethereum network.
To communicate with the Ethereum network, the DApp needs to initiate a web3 provider instance.

```javascript
this.registerBC = function (user) {
    console.log("The user to creat Account : ", JSON.stringify(user));
    var addressCreated = $rootScope.web3.personal.newAccount(user.password);
    console.log("New Account Created :", addressCreated);
    return addressCreated;
};
```

Figure 3.14: Creating an Ethereum account address for the user

### 3.7 Prototype Testing

#### 3.7.1 Hardware Components

Our prototype was developed and tested on Personal computer, which has 2.50Gz Intel-Core-i5 processor, 8GB RAM memory and Windows 10 operating system. All supporting
softwares and frameworks that are required to implement and test the prototype configured on single node. Both the application, the miner and the geth-client initiates in the same machine.

3.7.2 System Components

Ethereum consists of distributed nodes of computers and virtual machines that runs Ethereum client by choosing a preferable programming language implementation. In this patient centric record management, we have used the go-ethereum client for running the Ethereum private network. Go-ethereum client offers a command line interface for managing transaction and executing smart contracts in the Ethereum network. Furthermore, it is responsible for a wide-range of tasks, such as interacting external users with the Ethereum network, connecting peer-to-peer nodes, creating accounts, transfer transaction, deploy smart contracts and update the state of the local-copy of the blockchain. The Geth console was modified to fit the design pattern that we have used on mapping the identity of patient-provider and related ethereum address.

3.7.3 Patient-Provider Smart Contract Deployment

A Patient and a provider owned external account is used to deploy the smart contract to the EVM. Smart Contract deployment is similar to ordinary transfer of transaction, and it demands computational work and mining rewards. Truffle a building tool is used to compile and migrate patient-provider smart contract to the EVM. The Geth-Ethereum client and mining nodes must be initiated to successfully conduct the contract. Furthermore, users requires them to unlock their accounts while performing any type of transaction on the EVM. Furthermore, the gas limit also needs to be adjusted in case of happening any failure due bigger contract size or lack of fund for the miners.

The solidity compiler that is embedded with Truffle complies the Solidity code into bytecode for Ethereum Virtual Machine and Application Binary Interface (ABI). Bytecode is machine readable and executed by the EVM while ABI is a json format of the the patient-provider smart contract. Both patient and providers interacts with the Ethereum ecosystem using a Web3.js library by loading using the ABI.
```javascript
if (typeof web3 === 'undefined') {
    console.log("Undefined web3 Defined!");
    $rootScope.web3Provider = web3.currentProvider;
    web3 = new Web3(web3.currentProvider);
} else {
    console.log("Create web3 other than metamask");
    $rootScope.web3Provider = new web3.providers.HttpProvider("http://" +
    GETHHOSTNAME + ":" + GETHRPCPORT);
    web3 = new Web3($rootScope.web3Provider);
}
$rootScope.web3 = web3;
$.getJSON('./contracts/GroupEtherapy.json', function (data) {
    // get the necessary contract artifact file and instantiate it with
    truffle-contract.
    var GroupEtherapyArtifact = data;
    $rootScope.contracts.GroupEtherapy = TruffleContract(
        GroupEtherapyArtifact);
    // set the provider for our contract.
    $rootScope.contracts.GroupEtherapy.setProvider($rootScope.web3Provider);
    console.log("Contract Loaded Successfully!...");
    // use our contract to retrieve and mark the adopted patients.
    return true;
});
```

Figure 3.15: The code snippet first looks for the provider using hostname and port, and the ABI is loaded using web3 by calling GroupEtherapy.json file to interact with the EVM

### 3.7.4 DAPP resource usage: CPU and Memory

Decentralized application on Ethereum includes browsers, front-end frameworks and libraries, the Geth-Ethereum client, the mining node and a local data storage. Collectively builds the DApp and the DApp allows both the patient and the provider to execute tasks such as subscribing, editing profiles, adding medical information, share data with providers and much more. All those activities in blockchain is called a transaction. Ethereum is performing a state transition and a block creation in a decentralized peer-to-peer fashion. Validating a broadcasted transaction across the Ethereum network is reached based on a consensus among the participant node. The system employed a PoW consensus algorithm for mining and validating a new block. This Power-of-Work (PoW) algorithm as its name indicated spends computational resources to solve the block difficulty and append the generated block into the distributed ledger. Our proto-
type runs on a single machine and all the development frameworks and tools are running on it. Running all those tools uses a computational resources, but the most computational resources on the machine is occupied by the miner and Geth-ethereum client. Sending records and deploying contracts is conducted with mining nodes. For example, in our Ethereum network when a miner initiates, the computer utilizes all the available computing resources such as CPU, Memory and storage to the mining node. 90.4% of CPU and memory resources are allocated to run our DApp in a machine with Core-i5 Intel processor and 2.50Gz computing speed.

3.8 Summary: Prototype Logical Sequence Code Review

Our mHealth-BlockC prototype is built on an Ethereum test network, blockchain smart contracts, interface APIs and front-end web app for accessing the network iteratively.

In the mHealth-BlockC prototype the flow of transaction begins in the front-end web interface by a user triggering a send record or query button. The private Ethereum Geth-client used as an intermediary in providing command line supports such as to unlock accounts, executes a transaction in the local node and broadcasts it to the Ethereum p2p network for verification and validation. Then the web interface provides interactive graphic access to the system. As shown figure 3.3, the local node contains both the interactive web interface, which is designed using AngularJS frameworks and the Geth-Ethereum client.

The local node which contains the front-end interface and Geth-Ethereum client interact with each other by establishing a connection using web3.js provider. To send a transaction to a user or a contract account requires a miner, and also gas which is used for the miners to perform their computational work. The newly generated block changes the state of the Ethereum Virtual Machine. However, querying of the transaction from the Ethereum network is a simple call and it is conducted without involving a miner and computational fees.

Ethereum offers patients the ecosystem for performing transactions on the distributed ledger. Every transaction that is conducted on the blockchain and all records associated with the patient are stored the blockchain.
The logical sequence diagram [3.16] shows the steps during the initial loading of the application. Initially, the routing service will load the login details of all active users by calling LoginServices getListUsers methods, which will be loaded from contacts-list.json file. Then the router will redirect the user to a login page shown [3.18] which displays the login form for the user to provide username and password. In addition to this a new web3 provider will be created by passing the blockchain server URL and then the compiled Ethereum contract artifact ABI as JSON file will be loaded using the Truffle contract and initialized the truffle contract which will make the system ready to interact with blockchain.

1.0 Logical Sequence Diagram: System Initialization

![Logical Sequence Diagram](image)

Figure 3.16: Logical Sequence diagram
The diagram on 3.17 shows steps for subscribing to the mHealth-BlockC. The RegisterController allows the user to choose the user type (either patient or provider) and add personal details. To interact with the blockchain, RegisterController links the user details with Ethereum account address by generating an account using registerBC which uses web3.

3.0 Logical Sequence Diagram: Registration Flow

![Diagram showing registration flow]

Figure 3.17: show how users registered to mHealth DApp. While registering they can select user type (patient or provider) from drop down list and also by calling registerBC() the system assigns them a blockchain account address.

The diagram on 3.18 shows the authentication process for accessing resources in mHealth-BlockC.
2.0 Logical Sequence Diagram: Login

Figure 3.18: Both patient and provider access the DApp by entering the user (email address and password)

The logical sequence diagram 3.19 shows the major technical ingredients, like controllers, service, repository, model classes and methods related to patient profile management. If the user is initially registered as a patient then the patient form will be presented to the user after login. Once the user filled the patient form and submit it, the patient controller update method will be called with the populated patient model as param, which will subsequently call the service layer update method with the same patient
Figure 3.19: Patient and healthcare provider can modify their profiles after they login to mHealth and the patient can also share medical information with provider by setting the necessary access permissions.

The service layer will call the Patient Repository update method which will manage all CRUD operation on patient data using browser local storage. Later if the user clicks the UpdateBC button on the patient profile page, the complete patient profile will be pushed to a blockchain using web3.js.
5.0 Logical Sequence Diagram: Patient Profile Flow

Figure 3.20: Logical Sequence Diagram: patient profile flow
Chapter 4

Evaluation

The mHealth-BlockC prototype was designed to explore and understand the potential of blockchain platform to provide a secure and an anonymous exchange of medical data between patients and others. The mHealth-BlockC gives patients the ability to control and monitor their medical record by allowing them with a secure access, an immutable-log of medical history as blocks and certain level of privacy. The permission management allows patients to share and exchange medical records with the provider and keep appending auditable-log of shared record, state transaction into the distributed ledger. Any transfer of values and records that changes the state of the blockchain is appended as a block in the distributed ledger and has relevance for both the patient and provider and a patient can grant permission and to healthcare providers to trace back the recorded history and verifies for any security breaches such as modification of off-chain data and can verify with the hash data in the Blockchain.

In the following we will discuss privacy, security, scalability and computational cost based on the finding from deployment and testing of the Ethereum DApp and compare with other related blockchain technologies discussed in Chapter 2 such as Hyperledger Fabric and IOTA.

4.1 Security

As a decentralized ledger, Ethereum utilizes vital security models that help to mitigate the treats concerning patient safety and security related to mHealth. We built our
Decentralized Application (DApp) on top of the Ethereum blockchain, and its security model enjoys extensive properties of decentralization where individual patients can keep their mHealth records secure, accessible and if needed share with their healthcare service providers. The DApp relays on PoW consensus protocol and participating nodes to prevent a single point of failure which can be resulted from malicious nodes who tried to manipulate the network. The patient record is stored both locally on patient and provider nodes, in addition to that each node has a copy of authorized data in it’s distributed ledger. Any modification to the data automatically verifies against the authorized copy on each node. Every block in Ethereum contains a timestamp and a hash which provides the ledger a tamper-proof property.

Ethereum uses a cryptographic tool known as the Ecliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) to prevent the system from adversaries. In our private Ethereum network, every account address is defined using a pair of keys, a public and a private key generated using ECDSA. This approach enables secure communication within untrusted nodes, and also validates the authenticity and integrity of any records in a private network. The identity of the participant nodes is represented by Ethereum account address, and it is derived from the public-key using a Keccak-256 hashing algorithm. The mHealth data of both patients and providers are stored in a local database, and an encoded hashed copy of the data is stored in the ledger as a chain of blocks. Participant nodes on the distributed ledger can verify the consistency of patient records by comparing the hash of the actual data stored on a local database with the hash of the ledger.

Ethereum as a blockchain technology stores validated transactions in the form of blocks, where blocks are linked together using a hash of the previous block. The block hash is minted by spending computational work using PoW. Modifying a single block in the network becomes computationally expensive. This is because each transaction in the Ethereum blockchain uses a miner with a substantial computational work and fee, as such, it becomes extremely hard to reverse and modify any data in the blockchain. To reverse or modify the whole ledger, however, it requires nodes to control a 51% mining power so that consensus is reached by using the majority votes.

Hyperledger fabric membership service enroll users into the network using a certificate authority. Membership service defines the user enrollment rules, identities verification,
authentication and access control. The Certificate Authority is a pluggable interface of the membership service, and it is responsible for assign certificate to user after verifying their identity.

4.1.1 Gas and Transaction Fees

Our private Ethereum network, it’s security model is incentive driven. Transaction execution in Ethereum requires gases to proceed operation and is used as anti-denial of service attacks. Miners which participate in a transaction validation are rewarded for their computational work. In our Ethereum network, the miner applies Power-of-Work (PoW) algorithm to generate the right block with the highest given difficulty to reach consensus. To achieve a consensus on the state of a transaction, miners utilizes computer resources such as CPU and memory to solve the computational puzzle. The winning miners who created the right block propagate into the network for verification and incentives with Ether accordingly. The reward includes a transaction fee and an additional fee for gas consumed by the miner to create a new block. As shown in table 4.1, our contract deployment into the Ethereum private network consumes 1,367,155 units of gas and each unit of gas costs 18 Gwei.

Ethereum permissionless network use gases and PoW consensus models to allow fair node participation and to secure the system against DoS and Sybil attacks. However, in private and permissioned p2p network where all participant nodes are known, the underlying Ether and mining has no value. The Ethereum PoW is designed for private permission blockchain that validates transaction without the need for a miner and computational fees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block Number</th>
<th>Data Recorded</th>
<th>Gas Limit</th>
<th>Gas Used</th>
<th>Gas Price (in GWei)</th>
<th>Transaction Cost (in Ether)</th>
<th>File Size (in byte)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13951</td>
<td>Registering provider</td>
<td>4712388</td>
<td>106,039</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13668</td>
<td>Registering patient</td>
<td>4712388</td>
<td>187,090</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14027</td>
<td>Adding P. Record</td>
<td>4712388</td>
<td>271,834</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
<td>989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13286</td>
<td>Contract deployment</td>
<td>4712388</td>
<td>1,367,155</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.0246</td>
<td>5232</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Gas used during block creation in Ethereum network

As shown in Table 4.1 above, a gas limit is the maximum amount of gas allocated for performing a transaction. The amount of gas consumed is directly proportional to the block size. Ethereum has two different type of account: external owned accounts and
contract accounts. Transferring a patient record to an external account consumes less amount of gas which is 21000 unit of gas. However, sending records into the contract account consumes much higher gas depends on the type of recorded data and contract codes. In our DAApp, all kind of patient records are sent into the contract account and consumes a high amount of gas. For example in table 4.1 adding patient record into the contract account consumes 271,834 unit. Deploying and executing a decentralized application for mHealth in Ethereum network is computationally expensive if a miner is involved.

Conversely, Hyperledger fabric as permission blockchain it is independent of miners and cryptocurrency. Nodes perform a transaction without any incentives, in which validation conducted using agreed peers in the network. Fabric supports chaincode, it is a type of smart contracts to develop DAApp. Compared with Ethereum, Fabric have a zero transaction execution fee, and it makes more attractive for processing and validating transaction that contains a vast amount of medical data.

4.2 Privacy

Blockchain in general and Ethereum, in particular, have several limitations regarding privacy. The transfer of medical data within the public blockchain network is conducted at the ledger level and the activities are visible to all the participant nodes. However, in a private permission blockchain these activities are performed at the transaction level and they are only visible to the authenticated nodes within the channel. The transfer of values and records within the distributed ledger are not entirely anonymous. Our prototype enjoys a certain level of anonymity by securely hashing and concealing some of the user’s personal information. Users in the system are not known to each other and identify themselves using an account address that is pseudonymous. The pseudonymous property preserves the privacy of the patient by not revealing their real identity to the public, as so the patient and the provider uses 20-byte account address that was derived from the public key using a Keccak-256 hashed algorithm. However, Ethereum is transparent by design, meaning the pseudonymous identity of users are known to then nodes in the network. Malicious users can link the attributes in the content to analyze the network and to disclose the patient’s real identity.
Ethereum blockchain is transparent by design which means transaction of medical data executed at the ledger level and all users is noticed a transaction without knowing the real identity. Consequently, de-anonymize attack links the content on the transaction with Ethereum address to successful disclose real identity. However, there are methods to obfuscate the content of transaction data. One of the potential solutions for preserving privacy in Ethereum is to adopt a ZCash technology [107], which uses a zero-knowledge cryptography proof called Zero-Knowledge Succinct Non-Interactive Argument of Knowledge (zkSNARK). The zkSNARK protocol preserves the privacy of participant nodes by verifying the correctness of the record data without revealing the content to the public. It uses two cryptographic random values to hide the likability between the content of the transaction and the real identity.

Hyperledger Fabric as a permission blockchain, It allows only authorized nodes to enroll into the network. Fabric membership service is responsible for issuing certificates and controls the nodes identities while sending and validating transactions. Compared to the Ethereum and IOTA, Fabric uses a fine-grained security control on the enrolled nodes. Nodes in Fabric uses a channel to establish a secure communication among selected nodes within the network by defining a chaincode policy. The channel is designed to restrict access to a transaction, and makes it available to the members of the channel only. Other nodes in the network are unaware of the transaction and the availability of other channels. In Hyperledger Fabric consensus is reached at the transaction level, in which only members of the same channel participates to validate the transaction. In our medical record scenario, patients might establish a channel by defining the chaincode so that medical information can be exchanged with only members of the same channel.

4.3 Scalability

Scalability is the primary issue in Ethereum and other blockchain technologies. As a permissionless and open blockchain, patients and healthcare providers enroll into the network freely without an authentication and verification process. Patients and providers who joins the system are participating in a consensus process and engages in state transactions by sending and receiving medical records and values. Unlike Hyperledger Fabric and IOTA, Ethereum executes transactions in sequence at a ledger level. All
those activities greatly affect the scalability of the system to the level at which the blockchain cannot process more transactions. Each activity and state transaction on the network is carefully monitored and managed by all nodes. Moreover, the entire outcome of state transaction is highly depending on the miners and the individual nodes collective validation. In general perception, a network with thousands of nodes have a high throughput and performance, but in the case of the Ethereum, the nodes works independently and do not share computing resources to scale-up the performance of the system.

The mHealth-BlockC runs on a single machine and utilizes all available resources to perform multiple tasks including mining nodes, sender nodes and validator nodes simultaneously. Scalability in Ethereum encompasses different factors that includes transaction costs, throughput, latency and bootstrap time [51]. Those factors hinders the system to scale-up by utilizing the available computation resources. The average block-creation time is approximately 15 seconds, and comparing with Bitcoin it is comparatively low. However, with increasing network size and transaction, it affects highly the scalability of the system to conduct with high throughput and low latency.

IOTA uses Tangle as a protocol to validate transactions. The scalability of Tangle network depends on it’s numbers of participating nodes. IOTA validates transaction in parallel and scalability is not a major issues. In IOTA a node that needs to send a transaction validates two other transactions before getting his own transaction validated by the network.

4.4 Usability

The idea of Gas adds some complexity to the users and creates obstacle to users to engage with the Ethereum network and execute transaction. From a medical data point of view, the gas limit restricts the ability of the miner to process huge record of transaction informations, and sometimes the system responds with error messaging due to an insufficient amount of gas assigned to the network.

The account address that is used to identify the users in the Ethereum blockchain is driven by from the private/public key, where each transaction is encrypted and digitally
signed using cryptographic hash before broadcasting into the p2p network. The private key, also known as the secret key, is only known to the owner. The key is locally stored on the owner's node. However, lack of knowledge on private key management exposes both patients and healthcare providers to security vulnerabilities and theft. Malicious users might use the private key to decrypt messages and access medical data without patient permissions.

Running mHealth-BlockC in Ethereum blockchain requires a lot of works and computer resources. The Geth-client and the miner need to be operational and always ready to execute and validate transactions that are sent by the patient and the provider nodes. Without starting the miners, the Ethereum network does not execute transactions, and block creation will not happen at all. Patient and provider nodes must initiate the Geth-Ethereum client and the mining nodes in order to verify and validate transactions. Running all the development tools on one machine troubles the performance of the machine. As a result, patients and providers have to wait for some time before they receive transaction validation from the network.

The mHealth-BlockC development frameworks and libraries are at early stage. Developers experienced delays due to the lack of Ethereum based automated and integration tools. The solidity language does not implement nested string data types and becomes a huge burden for developers. The front-end has a visual user interface that enables the user with easy access to the EVM. By using the web interface, the users easily add, update, and delete records of data from the Ethereum network.

4.4.1 Elapsed time for Block Creation

One of the drawbacks of applying blockchain in implementing a DApp is the amount of time it takes to create a block. As per our implementation, the application uses an average of 15 seconds to process a transaction and generate a block. Block creation in a distributed ledger starts from the time when a record is broadcasting into the p2p distributed ledger network. Once committed into the system, the transaction goes through the mining and verification operations. The whole process depends on the miners' hashrate capacity and also on the blocks' difficulty. The higher the difficulties are, the longer it takes to solve the computational puzzle.
In general, the purpose of the Ethereum PoW algorithm is to create a cryptographically secure and tamper-resistant distributed ledger technology. Block creation and verification is also part of the Ethereum security procedures. Block creation time can vary from one blockchain technology to another depending on the consensus process and hashing power used to solve block difficulties. Compared to other blockchain technologies, Ethereum has a lower transaction processing time. However, short block time does also have some downsides in Ethereum that resulted in creating orphaned blocks. Those orphaned blocks are blocks that do not make it into the main blockchain.
Chapter 5

Discussion and Future Work

The aim of this thesis was to study the potential of blockchain as a technology and a platform to implement a health record system capable of providing patients with the ability to perform online treatments anonymously, to maintain ownership and to preserve the integrity of patient data using cryptographic hashes. Furthermore, we have investigated the contribution of the underlying blockchain protocols such as consensus protocols in building trust among participant entities in Peer-to-Peer distributed ways.

To do so, we have implemented a prototype, mHealth-BlockC based on Ethereum and smart contracts that could be further investigated and evaluated while in use.

This prototype addresses the domain of online mHealth application as this is an area with a high demand for a technology that can improve the patients requirement to anonymity and data integrity.

5.1 Discussion

Ethereum and other blockchain technologies have been designed to perform transactions in a transparent and an auditable way. Transfer of records within the blockchain is conducted at a ledger level nodes follow the transaction pattern. However, the real identity of the sender node is secret to the public. Instead uses a derived account address from the public key using a cryptographic hash algorithm. In essence, the privacy of a patient’s medical information is not well-preserved. Moreover, by carefully analyzing the
network and the links between the user account address and its respective transactions
the real identity of the node might be revealed. Conversely, in Hyperledger Fabric, nodes
are authenticated and assigned a certificate from a CA to enroll to the system, as such all
nodes are identified. By using chaincode a channel can be established group nodes with
the same interest among an associated node so that any transfer of records within the
channel becomes only visible to the member of the channel. For example, in mHealth-
BlockC, patient, therapists and researchers with a common interest on specific medical
information can create a channel by defining the chaincode policy. Every transaction that
is sent by any member of the channel is visible only to the member of the channel nodes.
Furthermore, it only allows the three to participate on validating the transaction. Using
channels, Hyperledger Fabric preserves transaction privacy while revealing the identity
of users nodes to the network. In general, to preserve privacy for both the user identity
and the content of medical data, blockchain requires to adopt zkSNARK protocol that
executes and validate transaction without disclosure of either identity or content of the
data.

Blocks in Ethereum are linked together using cryptographic hashes, and they are miners
that creates the block by spending a computational work. To modify or reverse the block
becomes impossible because it requires high computational work. However, miners that
controls 51% of the system mining pool might alter data by dominating the consensus
process. An immutable property of the blockchain ensures the integrity and consistency
of patient information. Furthermore, the chain of blocks stores a hash of medical infor-
mation, and those hash of blocks create and auditable-log transaction history that helps
a patient to trace and verify against any change by comparing with off-chain medical
information.

Permissionless p2p decentralized network allows everyone to join to the system without
verification and authentication. To build trust among participant nodes Ethereum em-
loys PoW consensus protocol to reach an agreement on state of a created block. The
protocol uses miners. and utilizes computational resources (CPU, memory and Electric
powers) to solve the block difficulty assigned by the system to verify the validity of state
transition. The winning miner who solves the puzzle is rewarded with a tokens. Patient
medical information contains huge amount of data, involving miner to validate every
transaction costs them extensive amount of cryptocurrency. To prevent unnecessary
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payment for miners, Hyperledger Fabric supports a pluggable consensus models that are independent of miners and fees to validate transactions. Furthermore, Microsoft have released the Ethereum based Power-of-Authority (PoA) consensus protocol on Azure that ends the reliance of the consensus process on the miners \[108\]. The protocol is designed for private Ethereum blockchain where all participant nodes are identified and known to one another, and consensus to validate transaction is reached without involving miners and null fee.

The security of a patient’s medical data in untrusted decentralized p2p network depends on public key cryptographic techniques. Every user owns a pair of keys: public and private key, and the medical data is encrypted using private key, hashed and digitally signed using receivers public key before broadcasted to the network. The receiver’s uses the private key to verify the authenticity of propagated block. Both Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric assigns a pair of key to all enrolled users to the network. Using the pair of keys patients, providers and other participants verifies the authenticity and the integrity of the personal medical information for any change or modification. The blockchain ECDSA allows patients to verify ownership, to preserve privacy and to keep a consistent copy of replicated data by using hash and encryptions.

Unlike IOTA that validates transaction in parallel, Ethereum creates blocks by executing transaction sequentially. Every record of transactions waits until previous created block validated and appended into the ledger. Personal medical information contains entire history of a patient information. To execute transactions effectively, there are factors that needs to address such as block size, transaction cost, throughput and latency. All directly affects the scalability of the blockchain. Our study shows that Ethereum executes transactions sequentially, as a resulted transaction processing time becomes high and affect the scalability of the network. Deploying a contact into Ethereum for example takes a certain amount gas, confirmation time and block propagation delay.

Traditional healthcare information exchange have challenges in interpreting correctly a shared medical data. Heterogeneous medical information across different treatment sites creates additional barrier in sharing medical informations. Lack of Interoperability in healthcare is the main challenge in providing a quality of care across geographically scattered environment. Blockchain as a distributed ledger provides a platform that allows all participants such as patient, providers and other healthcare organization to
exchange data in peer-to-peer fashion using a standard data exchange formats such as FHIR and OpenEHR.

5.2 Future Work

Our study has focused mainly on private Ethereum blockchain that uses a Power-of-Work consensus protocol to validate transactions and it’s underlying protocols. Transaction validation involves miners. Consequently, the sender nodes (such as a patient, provide and healthcare stakeholders) pay a transaction fee to the mining node for it’s computational work. Reaching consensus using PoW is computationally expensive and less affordable for patients and healthcare stakeholders to reward cryptocurrency for every confirmed transaction. Extending research into other blockchain technologies that employs consensus models which are independent of miners and cryptocurrency could be a great idea for developing enterprise applications such as healthcare applications. Hyperledger Fabric and Ethereum that employs Power-of-Authority consensus model are technologies that might have a potential that can alleviate such PoW computational concern.

Most blockchain technologies provides integrated and tamper-proof log of a patient’s history that are traceable. However, privacy, scalability and cost remains the primary concern in our Decentralized Application. Hyperledger Fabric and Ethereum Proof-of-Authority are both private/consortium blockchain technologies that might have some potential in preserving a patient’s and other healthcare provider’s privacy while performing transactions. Moreover, Hyperledger Fabric represents model-based architecture with pluggable features, and adding ZeroCash and Zero-Knowledge Succinct Non-Interactive Argument of Knowledge enhances a better privacy to the system and the individual patients.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

This research has examined the different blockchain technologies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, IOTA and Hyperledger Fabric by investigating its underlying models and protocols for developing a mHealth-BlockC prototype. Two out of the four DLTs that we have used to study proves their potential for developing decentralized applications. However, Bitcoin and IOTA are permissionless DLT with two different and specific architecture and design purposes. Bitcoin designed for cryptocurrency and keeps validated transactions in the form of blocks while IOTA is developed as a platform for Internet of Things. Instead of blocks IOTA uses Tangle a DAG based that is used for storing transactions. Furthermore, IOTA designed to overcome some of the drawbacks of Blockchain such as scalability and computational costs.

The Ethereum based mHealth-BlockC prototype demonstrates how the blockchain technology and its underlying protocols contributes in developing a self maintained, secure and tamper-resist decentralized applications. The mHealth-BlockC smart contract serves as the backbone for our DApp by self-executing instruction triggered by patient and provider without a trusted third party. Pseudonymous user identity and an auditable-log of record history allows users enjoy a certain level of privacy and it provides to undergo compressive review and permission management on their medical data.

Hyperledger Fabric and Ethereum are both a programmable blockchain that allows the development of DAapps using smart contracts. Despite some limitation, the DLTs that supports smart contract as part of their architecture have the potential for developing
decentralized application that demands fine-grains control, anonymity, confidentiality and data integrity such as personal medical data.
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